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INTERNATIONAL
Northwest Coast: National Guard troop have been dirpatchrd id fee
Washington and Oregon to assist at the evacuation and eniergencyreacues
of thoae affected by recent severe flooding, Fkxxlwater U currency rising
and the Willamette River is expected to spill over Porund senwaB soon.
So Car. the nacnl disaster has killed an eight-year-o- ld girl and an elderly
i m Oregon.
Washington: Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke has been
caDed back at the brink of retirenient to aid in Che faltering U.S.mediated
Ytr? accords in Bosnia. Bosnian Muslims have pot 8 Bosnian Serbs on
trial for alleged war crimes, escalating tensions and causing the Bosnian
Serb army To rotrM ;" NATO alliance. Holbrooke's
mission is to defuse tensions and keep the pesce process on track.
Being. China: A Japanese news service has reported that Cnmainay plan
to boycott the Olympic Games ifTaiwanese officials are allowed to attend.
The games, to be held in Atlanta, may be used as a tool in China's
fxnitmiig fffnrt in fanlaie Taiwan from the mtemational community: in
1994. China threatened to boycott the Asian Games in Japan if Taiwan's
president was allowed to anend. Recently China has been conducting a
series of provocative military exercises near the coast of Tarwaiw and has
threatened to ianmde ifa projiidecendencem
NATIONAL
Washington: Speaker Newt Gingrich has stated that a balanced budget
agreement may be reached by mid-Marc-h. Budget talks have been stalled
so far due to disputes between the
Gmrrich saJd that a new bodzet clan
reform on welfare and Medicaid heahh
Caribbean Sec TtesesschfcvsarvivcnfhxaaBcctn
white leaving the coast of the Dominican Republic has ended. 128 bodies.
mostly German tourists, have been found, win 6 lrjeoptosbn unaccounted
for. The causeof the accident soil ltmanu a nrystery. The sesxeh was called
off on Thursday, and had been hampered by weather conditions and the
ptatiice ofalary aamberefsharta investigators wereafxaid
to send (livers down oo to the risk of attack.
' " :
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Memorial Ifor Student 'Killed
CMonday.January29.1996NicokHansm
accident in Boston. MA. While at Wooster Nicole was a psychology
major and an active member of Pi Kappa. A memorial service will be
held next weekend, February 17-1- 8, in Boston, and she win be buried
in her hometown. Caracas. Venezuela.The women ofPi Kappa win be
establishing a memorial in her memory. If anyone is interested in
donating to this memorial please contactCarolina Miranda at
EMPOWER
Peer Education Program
fader: Applications, which are available in the Dean of Stu-uen- ts'
Office and Lowry Front Desk, are dne in the Dean's Office
by 4pm. on Friday, February 16.
EMPOWER
tlcoboi bm mi abate, acaoununc tape,
boo. coaad Canty L. Bouoe,
Democrats and toe KepoDucans
to be sent to Clinton would include
care programs.
lifai
AIDS, and duaiiity. For mmtoa.
Aitecutc Dam at 12545.
DOMINO'S PIZZA
is now hiring delivery personnel
$5-1- 1 per hour, mileage and tips paid nightly.
Need good driving record with reliable car and insur-
ance.
Call 264-980- 0
Thx Woostzk Voice News.
Majors are Here faStay
Comm. ScL Dis. undergoing selfreview
FRANCIS BROWNE
Rumors about the impending
doom of the Ommunkation Sci-
ences and Disorders major are un-
founded, according to Acting Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Haydea Schilling. 1 know of no
plan to eliminate any major at the
College of Wooster, and this fav
dndes the Communication Sciences
and Disorders major," He added that
to the best of his knowledge such a
thing had not even been discasard
by the Education Policy Commit-
tee, which would need a majority
vote to abolish a major.
Majors have held at least one.
meeting on the subject, with another
scheduled, and although several
majors dec lined to comment on the
measures they are taking, their rea-
sons for coocen arc twofold.
There is only one Comm. ScL St
and Dis. professor. Dr. lames Rea.
and he is retiring this year. His
position is not being advertised as a
tenure-trac- k position, but wiS be
filled by a one-ye- ar visiting profes-
sor. Both Schilling and Dr. Rea
pointed oot that the decision to hht
Senate Seat Filled; ,
Committee's Roll Questioned
KXUSTEN DEMALINS
of 9S was unaerrepresented and
was interested in joining SOA to
bridge the gap between student per-
ception of SGA and actual goings
on and I fed that I can personally
connect and meet individually and
community regarding concerns of
the studentbody. That was my main
goal," said Kathrya Schantz 98.
Schantz was elected to Gil the
open sophomore seat in the Student
Government Association Wednes-
day evening. Chair of the Member-
ship Committee and Parliamentar-
ian Jonathan Seitz said of Schantz,
"It was a difficult decision; we had
three qualified candidates, Kathryn
had the most experience; she seemed
excited about SGA and I think she
win make a wonderful senator."
In addition, k was announced tome
Senate that Andrew Weaver 97 has
been appointed by SGA President
EmOy Durham 96 to fill her seat on
Campus Council, due to "heahh and
time concerns" on her part
A meeting with Dwayne Davis.
of the Senate led by the Secu-
rity and ID committees, was dis-
cussed. The meeting with Davis
was initiated due to his response to
an SGA resolution proposing
twenty-fo- ur hour access to dorms
and other campus buildings viaIP's.
Davis sent a memo back to SGA at
the beginning of the semester indi
a one-ye-ar visiting professor as a
replacement for Dr. Rea was the
result of a dec iiion then-Preside- nt
Henry Copeland made last spring
while contidrring position appioval
requests. Dr. Rea theorized
that the Gftege winprobablywish
to downsize its faculty somewhat as
many professors who were hired as
a result of the 40s Baby Boom retire,
leaving the College with a smaller
population of 18 year olds and stiff
competition for them.
The other cause for concern over
the futureof the major is the fact that
it is currently undergoing a process
of self --review. This is a routine pro-
cess that all majors undergo, and the
connection between Dr. Rea's re-
tirement and the self-revie-w pro-
cess is entirely coincidental, The
reviews are scheduled in alphabeti-
cal order by department. As part of
this process. Dr. Raymond Kent of
the ImiverxiryofWisconsm has been
hired as a comntrant to examine the
' f utik'hIp"! fat the fjfmwfwitvw
ScjrrccsandDisojdcnmajorTtough
hisreporUsnctyetin,Dr.Reasaysbe
9BticipttCm "bo tjy Cab90cs in tfaoComm. ScL & Dis. major."
cating' the Vytftf o maintain cur-
rent dorm hours. Consequently,
Senator Cameron Flint 97 orga-
nized the visit to Davis by many
members of the Senatn to express
concern. During the meeting, a con-tinu- mg
dialogue was proposed be-
tween students and administrators
pertaining to this Issue.
The rocommitter. announced that
new TD's for students, as well as
conversion to a debit card system,
may be instituted as early as the fall
atiiif sier.Questioning .the Bookstore
comrnittee'scontinuingroleinSGA.
the Senate agreed to table discus-
sion proposing to disband the com-
mittee until the end of the semester
when the book buy-bac- k program
can be reinstituted. The committee
will have a role for the time being in
assisting students concerned with
mass mailings to write a resolution
to be brought to the Senate for pas-
sage.
The Parking committee presented
a report detailing continued conver-
sations with the administration re-
garding plausible solutions to over-
crowded lots on campus. Currently,
plans are underway for paving cer-
tain gravel lots on campus, includ-
ing the Wagner lot. Parking by
permit is also being considered.
Other committees are in the pro-
cess of meeting and had no news to
report. The Food Service commit-
tee was disbanded during the Janu-
ary 24 meeting.
According to the College Cata-
log, the Comm. ScL 3c Dis. major
studies "normal and abnormal hu-.m-an
speech andconminrncation."It
can include courses from Biology,
English, r
ScctotogyaridPsychologyaswell
as up to six courses offered inside
the rrajor, Sivcial Topics courses,
and fd least two years of work in the
Speech and Hearing Clinic. That
itself is something nniqne at
Wooster. V--- y few departments
can offer, that 'nuch practical work
experience fo students, and very
few liberal arts colleges have such a
resource available to them. There
are approximately twenty current
Comm. ScL Dis. majors.
The decision not to replace Dr.;
Rea withateraire-jrac- k position may
well cause some chaos for the
Comm. ScL & Dis. major, since the
professor occupying Dr. Rea's posi-
tion must, not only teach all the spe-rificCo-mm.
Sci. & Dis. courses.but
also run the Speech and Hearing
Clinic. The major itself, however,
ism no fundamental dangerand win
continue its unique contributions to
the College. ".
This Week
at Woo v
Kicks Off
HILARY TEYNOS
"This is aboutmore effective ways
to corn moniestc," said Bob Rodda,
Director of Lowry Center and the
brains behindThis Weekat Wooster,
the College's new publication mat
debuts today. This Week at Wooster
is a llxl7poster-size- d calendar that
wfll list upcoming campus events
and deadlines for the next week.
Prompted byconcerns about mass-mailin- gs,
this publication serves to
replace student mass-mailin-gs with
conveniently located posters. Ac-
cording to Rodda, the posters will
be displayed on every residence hall
floor, academic building, adminis-
trative building, and public bulletin
board available.
Rodda emphasized that this pub-
lication relies on student submis-
sions as well as the information in
the Scheduling Office. He also en-
courages students and organizations
to submit by e-m- ail to
"week.aL.woo" to arrive by noon
on the Wednesday preceding
Friday's poster. "We want e-m- ail to
be the only way that we get
submissions-
-. we really don't want
written messages," said Rodda. He
described This Wetat Wooster as
"a bit more organized
please see WOOSTER, page 5
i r
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Open Meetings with Candidates
KRXSTEN DEMALINE
Tentative times far open meet-
ings with stodents by aU three fi-
nal presidential candidates have
been released to the public.
Tuesday, February 20; the first
candidate is scheduled id meet with
students at 8 p-m- -, the second on
Thursday, February 22, at 8 pjn.,
and the third candidate will meet
with students on Monday, Febru-
ary 26 also at 8 pjn.
Locations for the meetings will
be announced following signups,
which will "hopefully begin Mon-
day morning, " said student repre-
sentative Jamie Christensen 96.
Signup sheets will be available at
the Lowry front desk through
Thursday, at which time
CTiristriwrnandAndiReuihart96
will determine and announce meet-
ing locations as per the immber of
intCTTStfrd udpnUi
"We encourage people to sign
up and come and have and open
mind and voice youropinion. Find
out what the candidates are all
about," said Christensen.
Evaluation sheets to be com-
pleted after each individual
candidate's meeting will be re-
viewed; the week after each indi-
vidual candidate's visit, there win
be anotheropen forum in whichall
of the candidates can be discussed
by students at large.
Christensen added. This way,
we can compare the candidates
both on individual merit, and from
there, move on tocompare them as
a group. That's why wc-wa- nt todo
both."
Rumors of Pyramid
Schemes Abound
AARON RUPERT
BENJAMIN WACHS
Ramon abound from SGA to the
Deans about the possibility ofpyra-
mid scams being run cAcampus.
Dwayne Davis, director ofResiden-ti- al
life, staled that. Tvehad stu-
dents talk to me about it (pyramid
scams).' -- V . .- -.,
A pyramid scam is a con in which
the originator claims that investors,
if they wait long enough; will re-
edve a multiple of theirmoney back
(such as "8 times your money back"
or 10). The scam involves investors
giving a sum of money to the origi-nai- or
(rumors are thatdifferent pyra-
mid scams on campus have asked
for $25 and $100). The investors
then ask others to invest, again with
the promise of a multiplied return
investment AU the money flows to
the person at the top of the pyramid,
and after he receives a certain mul-
tiple, he opts out, letting the pyra-
mid split, with the investors who
first gave him money at the top of
the pyramid. They, too, will sup-
posedly collect a certain amount of
money, and then opt out However,
eventually no new investors come
in, and those who are not at the top
receive noreturns. Hence, it is called
a "pyramid scam: those few at the
top ofthe pyramid receive significant
returns, while the many at the bottom
loose everything they invest
"It is important toknow that these
pyramids are illegal," said Davis,
"and there isno actual investmentof
this money."
"There may be a scam on cam-
pus," said Keith James, director of
security. "I am lead to believe,"
James continued, "that there is no
physical evidence-n- o one coming
forward." James also warned that
"getting involved in it (a pyramid
scam) breaks some federal laws."
.
Being mvolvedmapyramid scam
can also have serious ramifications
for one's future. Davis pointed out
that, in financial circles, having the
mark of a pyramid scam on one's
record can mean me end ofa career.
Hoyte Wilhelm, director of Career
Services, agreed, saying that being
.involved in a pyramid; "can mean
blackballing in certain industries."
The Wooster Voice News Page 3
EKOs Sg-eal-c Out at GLG Meeting
Noise complaint prompts question ofintervention
AARON RUPERT
"It's the Greek Life committee's
role to listen," said Bob Rodda.
rector of Lowry and Chairman of
the GLC. to open this week's
Wednesday meeting. The purpose
of this meeting was to discuss prob-
lems, ccocerns,praiseandquestions
about the new member education
period that recently passed. While
therewas littk independent response
(the only independent student there
was new committee member An-
drew Weaver 97). many Greek stu-
dents had suggestions and concerns
about new member education.
. The strongest responsecame from
a group from Epsilon Kappa Omi-cr- on
(EKO), who complained about
noise problems during new member
education week, and sparked a dis-cuss- ion
that lasted mostof the meet-
ing. The discussion stared when
EKO president Jennifer Wyatt '96
stated that an improvement in new
member education week would be.
"someone on GLC that we call and
say, 'hey, look at this." Wyatt and
other EKOs were concerned with
noise problem on their haU during
new member education week,
around the hours of 12 AM to 2 AM.
Examples given were profanities;
the sound of 2x4s Jutting the wall,
loud noise; and people walking in
the halls holding bats. "It's scary,"
said Wyatt, "and its frustrating.'
With thegeneral location of the sec-
tions and clubs in Bissman, the sec-
tion in question, even though it was
not stated in the meeting, must be
the Krappers.
Wyatt summoned the RD of
Bissman, Todd Adamson, who men
broke up the noise. "I did address
situations when they were brought
tome," said Adamson. AUtheEKOs
present applauded Adamson for his
efforts in Bissman, saying that in
past years during new member edu-catk3n,us6aJlyth- eRD
is not there,"
but Wyatt also stated that the noise
started up again about an hour after
Adamson left. Wyatt did not sum-
mon Adamson again.
"How do we deal with uT Rodda
'then asked in the meeting. "Teflon
is the analogy that I've been using,
nothing sticks."
Karen Taylor, Professor of His-
tory, also echoed this frustration by
saying, "if this is happening every
year, we should be able to deal with
it"
Gordon Collins,Professorof psy-chology.hadharsherwordsf- orsome
Greeks. "Bissman is a behavioral
sink," stated Collins, "the Krappers
and the Sigs have dominated
. (BissmanX" Collins continued in
' saying, "we havetomtervenein this
sanation, so thepeople whoare talk-
ing are not intimidated on a nightly
basis."
There was also concern that these
charges would damage the Greek
system, butothers spoke out against
these concerns. "You don't want to
single out a group." said Sharon
Rice, an administrative member of
the committee, "but they are tearing
apart the Greek system."
Solutions to this problem were
also discussed. Doug Haas, director
ofArmington, stated that, "before it
(new member education starts) all
starts, you should get with the dire-
cts of those two building (Bissman
and Armington)." Haas felt that a
meeting to discuss the responsibili-
ties of the RD during new member
education would be beneficial.
Wyatt said that she would be wiD-in-g
to officially state these violations,
and Rodda stated that an invitation
wfll be sent to the Krappers to discuss
this at the next GLC meeting.
GLC also heard other concerns.
Several Greeks were unhappy with
a anti-hazi- ng meeting that all rush-
ing members were required to at-
tend. While those at the meeting
agreed that such a meeting should
exist, many present voice concern
about its intensity. Heather Young
'96, stated that many rushing mem-
bers of her club, were shocked and
scared by the meeting, wondering if
what was portrayed in the meeting
was standard practice.
Council Gains Weaver andHolds Marathon
Executive Session
HILARY TEYNOR
Restructuringandreorganizing of
positions on Council, discussion of
advisor contracts, and a lengthy ex-
ecutive session characterized jhis
week's Council meeting.
Requesting to make the first an-
nouncement. Emily Durham in-for- med
Council that she was turning
her position on Council over to An-
drew Weaver because of time con-
straints with Independent Study and
Student Government Association.
Council made no objections to this
shift
Jim Morse then told Council mat
he would not be able to serve on
charter committee because he
worked Tuesday nights from 12--8,
and making charter meetings after
lus shift wasdif5cult"IwcrauVr
be an active participant,' said Morse,
"not a zombie" Renee Snyder said
that he could take her position on
judicial committee, because she is
removing herself from aU commit-
tees. They agreed to discuss the is-
sue at a later date.
Dormefl Wyche then announced
that he and Weaver are holding of-
fice hours in die Campus Council
please see COUNCIL.page 5
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Members of Council deliberate during this week's meeting
photo by ERIC BAKKEN
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Future of Water Subject of Great Decisions
Geology professor Sam Root illustrates the growing dangers A
AARON VETTH
Geology professor Sam Root
spoke about one of the world's most
endangered resources on Tuesday
night in Scheide: water. Dr. Root,
aside from teaching, has worked for
Exxon and other companies and is
also a geological consultant for the
World Bank.
Dr. Root began his lecture by dis-
cussing how be was "concerned
about the use and abuse of natural
resources such as water. Water has
three main uses: agriculture, indus-try.a- nd
munidpaVdomestic. Manu-
facturing accounts for 12 of water
use, domestic use for another 8,
and agricultural use accounts for the
remaining 80. Of all the water
used by agriculture, nearly three
fourths of it is wasted. Water is also
wasted by the domestic sector. Sur-
prisingly, "industry has been the
leader in conservation', by conserv-
ing water due to laws and the posi-
tive economic affects of less water
use.
Water shortages have become
more common in recent years be-
cause of climatic and lion-climat- ic
reasons. Shortages of water have
occurred in dry areas such as in the
Vespers
Service
Expands
ILANA BROWN STEIN
Every Saturday night, in a little
chapel tucked away at the top of
Mcuaw. 10 to 15 students meet for
creative worship and meditation.
The Student Vespers service, spon-
sored byWestminster Church, came
into existence a few weeks before
winter break. Vespers is an evening
Protestant service which includes
music prayer, meditation, and read-
ings. At Wooster.it is also entirely
student run. It is similar to a normal
church service, only more intimate.
Much of the time is spent in silent
prayer and meditation, and there is
no sermon. Many people are in-
volved in every service. Tor in-
stance, explained Jon Seitz, one of
five student interns at Westminster
Church, "I win do a reading, then
Sarah (Sanderson) will lead a song,
then Laurie (Fields) win lead us in
prayer. In addition to being a place
for creative worship. Student Ves-
pers at Wooster has a strong empha-
sis on social action. Many students
involved in the group are also in-
volved in liberation theology and
Latin American issues.
.
"Not sur-
prisingly," added Seitz with a smirk,
"we're supporters of Soup and
Bread."
please see VESPERS, page 5
South-we-st United States and re-
gions of Africa due to climatic af-
fects, but now, droughts commonly
occur because of human behavior.
The population of Earth grows by
ninety minion people each year,
which has meant that there is now
less water to be used and shared.
Besides population growth, defor-
estation has had a detrimental effect
on the water supply. When defores-
tation occurs, the ground and plants
cannot hold as much water, and water
is lost to precipitation. Other seri-ou-s
effects ofdeforestation are flood-
ing and soil erosion. Pollution
caused by humans has also reduced
the available water supply.
Dr. Root also believes we have to
look athow we inanage our resources
and examine "the water supply in
terms of quality and quantity." He
gave examples of environmental
disasters that result from inefficient
management of resources such as
the Aswan Dam in Egypt and the
SeaofAral in the Soviet Union. The
Aswan Dam in Egypt was supposed
to collect water from the Nile to
control flooding and generate hy-
droelectric power. Instead, it has
not been able to produce much en-
ergy and it has caused the financial
Weaver Announces Candidacy
Early decision sets
NICOLE COWARD
Andrew Weaver 97, amember of
the Student Senate, has announced
his intention to run for president of
SGA in a shockingly early state--
"After serving on SGA for three
years. I feel a new direction is
needed," said Weaver, "and I want
to provide the structure for that
change in direction."
Weaver announced his candidacy
last Friday, just before 5 o'clock, on
The Campus Talk Show'aWCWS
Public Affairs program dealing with
campus issues, and hosted by fellow
Senator James Hervey.
Weaver has served on the Student
Senate for three years, was recently
appointed to Campus Council, and
served on the Academic --Standards .
commiaee for two years. 1 have a
frustration over the lack ofa common
student voice." said Weaver. "I fed I
have the willingness to take it on the
chafromaflyonearidtneassertrveness
that is needed m the presidency."
Said Weaver, "I would like the
SGA to have a better understanding
of its abilities and role on the cam-
pus. Having served on the Senate
for three years, I really wish for an
active and representative Student
Senate to take the responsibility for
meeting student agendas. I would
also like for SGA to be a learning
environment and tool for students. I
--The WoosTEit Voice News
collapse offisheries in Egypt. Farm-
ers now have to buy fertilizers and
soil because valuable, nutrient rich
Nik soil is now blocked by the Dam
and does not get washed ashore to
the farms along the Nile. An even
greater environmental di tarter oc-
curred at the Sea of Aral in the
Soviet Union. The Russians di-
verted the rivers that led into the
Sea, and now the Sea has lost most
of its volume and now has tremen-
dous rates of salinity. Towns (hat
were onceon the shore ofthe Seaare
now 20-3-0 miles away from the
shoreline. The fisheries collapsed
because fish are dying in the Sea
because of increased salinity rates,
and half the animals in the are have
vanished. This is a telling example
of inefficient use of resources.
Root also discussed water prob-
lems in Wooster. Contaminated ,
ground water caused a one million
dollar facility to open in 1983 that
has cost the city $100,000 a year in
operation costs. Now the dry is
planning to build a new $120000
facility to deal with the pollution.
As Dr. Root stated, "Cleanup of
ground water is more expensive
than preventing contaminants in the
first place. The College may have to
toneforpresidential race
hope to do this by helping to rede-
fine the way SGA looks at itself.
Fundamentally, I hope to help the
Student Senate to realize its poten-
tial and its limitations and to func-
tion properly within these limits."
About SGAs role on the campus.
Publication Committee
Announcements
The Publications Committee is holding an open forum on
Thursday, February 15, at noon in the Lowry Pit. We will be
discussing your questions and concerns with the Voice, the
Index and the Goliard. Hope to see you there!
The Committee Is now accepting applications for next
year's editors for the Voice, the Index and the Goliard. For
information regarding the application process, please con-
tact Denise Monbarren a x2527. Each applicant must sub-
mit a letter of intent and a list of references by Friday,
February 23, 1996.
The Revolution Has Not Passed.
y
pay thousands of dollars more
water rates in the future.
Dr. Root believes that we need to
change our attitudes about water so
less is used and more is conserved.
He believes dm "we need to charge
water rates that reflect its true val-rm"toproo- KXe
conservation. Also,
we have to be aware of the conse-
quences when finding water, espe-
cially since waterwin be more scarce
and valuable m the future. He be-
lieves that the United States has the
resources and the initiative to pro-
tect and conserve our water. He also
believes we have to stop pollution of
this country swater supply, and look
for new ways of using water wisely.
If this country doesn't conserve Ms
water.the future ofthis country could
be bleak.
. Dr. Root's lecture, in the words of
Amy Chidiac "99. "was informative
and interesting.' KarlRobiHard98.
added "I enjoyed the speech, espe-
cially the part about pollution con-
trol." The next speech in the Great
Decisions 1996 lecture series is on
February 13th at Schiede Hall with
Ralph Carter, a professor at Texas
CJimtian University, giving a lec
ture entitled "Public Opinion and
Foreign Poncy.
Weaver said, "SGA needs more re-
spect for its own institution, and
thus a more positive and confident
voice on the campus.
Weaver's biggest challenge: "To
have a lot of fun with this
Join the Wooster Voice. Positions open:
Assistant Ad Manager
Assistant Viewpoints Editor
Copy Editors and Production Staff
fit! --nrr.vjj '.
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Choo
Evaluates
COLLEEN DUNN
Professor Ab-Sen-g Choo of the
religkn department presented a lec-
ture entitled, XMd Values and New
Reality: on Inclusive Confucian
Human ism"Tuesday night In addi-
tion to introducing the basic teach-
ings ofConfucius, Choo provided a
view of this Eastern way of life
while placing it in historical per-
spective.
The facts about Confucius' lite
are sketchy. Bora in SSI B.CE. to
an aristocratic family in eastern
China, Confucius' mother was also
his teacher. MulrJ-talente- d, he held
minor government positions, even-fna- Uy
living as a teacher and scholar.
He later developed chun tzu, a way
of training profound students. '
Confucius preached self-i-mprovement,
theeventual goal beingpublic
service, which he considered ex--
tremdyirnportanL Accompanied by
a growing number of followers.
Confucius became a mentor to a
large number of students.
After the death of Confucius in
479 B.CE., his disciples continued
to spread his teachings, which can
be summarized into four different
areas: self, community, nature, and
heaven. They stressed the impor-
tance of learning for one's self, as
opposed to as a means of obtaining
wealth and position, and the neces-
sity oftapping the spiritual resources
wimin.C'ornmumtyis integral forself--
rraliration; it is a vehicle for human
flourishing and the center ofrelation-
ships. Humanity can be measived by
the degree to which one lives harmo
niously with nature, and heaven is the
source of moral creativity.
Choo concluded by stating that
according to Confucius, one need
not look hard for the ultimate mean-
ing of life. It is found in everyday
existence.
Those in attendance reactedposi- -
tively to Choo's points. Carrie Wil-
liams, 99, explained "I liked how
he said that one's self is made in the
individual. That's very important in
a college community. Too often we
get involved in what we are doing
and don't think about the way in
which our actions are affecting the
community as a whole."
This lecture was the third m a
series designed to promote cultural
awareness. Developed in part by
Rnjie Wang ofthe Chinese program
and sponsored by agrant from Vice--
PresideMSchffling'soffice.the sym
posium is designed to provide an
introduction to - Chinese civiliza-
tion. The series will continue on
Wednesday evenings and conclude
on March 6 with a showing of the
Chinese film, "To Life".
Academy F
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Clergy
Women
DIVYATHADANI
--Reverend Mary Susan Gast, Ex-ecoti- ve
Director of The United
Church ofChrist Coordinating Cen-
ter for Women in Church and Soci-
ety gave a lecture entitled, "A look
at the World Through Women's
Eyes: A Challenge to Politics and a
Call to Religions From the Fourth
World Conference on Women,"
Tuesday. She spoke abouther expe-
riences at the Fourth Women'sCon-feren- ce
held in China last year. Rev.
Gast's talk centered around her ex-
periences at the conference. She
claimed that the reasons that look her
to China were mainly biblical, "the
power of love wins over the love for
poweraU human beings are created
if
3
r
Reverand Gast illustrates a point
iterence
m ine likeness ofGoA-wh-at affects
you affects me." She said that m
spite of there people scorning femi-
nism as political correctness, women
wffl always resist bring told what is
natural and "right' for them.
.
At the conference, said Gast. it
was deeply moving to bear the per-ceptio- ns
ofso many women from all
comers of.the world. : They raised
several issues, including health, vio-
lence, media, decision making, and
the girl child. Rev. Gast decided to
give her full attention to the discus-
sions centering around the provi-
sions for health care in the declara-tkm.Amisgivi- ng
thatseveral people
had at the conference was that the
concept of family would be aban-
doned and that it would be anti--
photo by ERIC BAKKEN
CoveMallard, named after Cove
Mountain and Mallard Creek, is the
threatened part of the largest
unlogged roadless wilderness left in
the lower forty-eig- ht states. While
some parts of the forest belong to
Congressionally-mandate- d Wilder-
ness Areas, and are safe from log-
ging, the majority of the forest be-
longs to the Forest Service, part of
the U.S. Departmentof Agriculture,
which allows logging. Virgin tim-
ber sales currently planned would
require the building of an extensive
network of roads within CoveMal-
lard: this system of roads, as well as
the extraction of virgin timber, have
Idaho environmentalists up in arms.
However afterarecent law passed
in the state of Idaho, protesting
against the logging of CoveMal-
lard is not illegal; this law inspired
Hoyt and Uncle Ramon to take their
show on the road. With two videos
documenting tic situation at Cove
Mallard and the kinds of activism
gone into the fight against logging,
Idaho Activists Speak
WENDE BITLER
Look out, America, Idaho is com-
ing your way.
At least, environmental activists
Robert Hoyt and Uncle Ramon are,
and they hope you'll take the time to
return the favor by going to Idaho.
Hoytand UncleRamon make up the
CoveMallard Road Show, a travel-
ing program to educate audiences
about the potential destruction of
CoveMallard, in Idaho.
The CoveMallard Road Show
stormed in at Wooster last Saturday
night, February third, in Lowry pit,
to an audience of about thirty stu-
dents. Fresh from a show in Cleve-
land, the pair is making its way
around the country, attempting to
drum up support and awareness for
CoveMallard. They usually play to
audiences of college students; their
webofcontacts and publicity weaves
throughout campus environmental
group networks and environmentally-i-
nclined newspapers.
ins .Woas is v ? tCTHft Wooster 'Voice News
ocuses on
TfK)therhood. However, according
to Rev, Gast tins was not me case at
alL It was merely understood that
' women, like anybody else, are es-
sentially part of a family and are
expected to reproduce; the concept
of "family" was not forgotten or
ignored during the development or
planning for the meeting. Nowhere
was the concept of community de-
stroyed. Another concern was that
like the Cairo garnering, this one
would be dominated by western
feminists. Once again, this did not
happen. People from all over the
world came together to share then-idea- s
and experiences. At theend of
theconfereiice, they sharedacertain
sense ofcommunity, solidarity, and
desire for actios together.
.
;
Whatwereallyneed in the present
day, Rev. Gast said, is for humanity
to see the world through women's
eyes. Not that the view of men is
wrong, it is merely limited. With
this, she ended her talk and opened
the floor to questions. The audience
was communicative, and eager to
share their viewpoints and thoughts.
Some of the questions raised were
whetherRev. Gast thoughtthat there
should be a reservation in legisla-
ture for women, and whether she
thought mat the disintegration of
family after World War II could be
'
attributed to the rapid increase in the
'
numberofwomen in the work force.
The lecture is a part of a five
lecture series entitledVFJection 96
and the Church: Religion, Ethics
ami ttePoUocalAgend'' organized
by the 30th Clergy Academy ofRe-
ligion. The lectures are open for a
fee to members of the community of
Wooster and surrounding areas and
are held at Lean Lecture HalL
at Wooster
musk by Hoyt, and speeches by
Uncle Ramon, the bour-and-a-h- alf
program was packed and moved
quickly. The videos explained the
value of CoveMallard as a wildlife
resource, illustrated damage already
dombyuie20oftrkk)ggingproject
that is complete, and described the
twelve-ye- ar legal battle to declare
the project a violation of environ-
mental laws. Activists were taped to
show the many ways they are attempt-
ing to slow the project: chaining them-selv- es
to gates, cementing themselves
into newly-bui- lt roads, camping out in
- the trees, and picketing.
Hoyt is a well-know- n singer for
taking upenvironmental causes. Gray-hair-ed
Uncle Ramon was the politi-
cian of die evening, bragging of his
long career as an activist and sharing
stories the encourage the audience to
get involved in protesting the logging
ofCoveMallard. Uncle Ramon wel-
comed all of the students to reuim the
favor and check out the situation at
CoveMallard for themselves.
Council
continued from page 1
office downstairs in Lowry Thurs-
day at 7:00. Snyder reminded
Weaver that be is required to serve
on two committees as part of his
Council duties.
Carolyn Buxton spoke next, en-
couraging students to sign up forthe
Student Orientation Committee, the
International Student Orientation
Committee, and Empower. Appli-
cations are available at Lowry front
desk and the Dean ofStudentsoffice
and are due February 16, and the
interview process begins shortly
thereafter. She also commented on
judicial committee, indicating that
they are still in the process ofdecid-
ing on a convenient meeting time.
Some of the slated projects for this
semester include creating the judi-
cial summary report, discussing the
selection process of new judicial
board members, and formulating a
statement regardmg a reporting time
frame for sexual assault
"We're looking forways of imple-
menting theuseoftechnology,"said
Wyche in his charter committee re-
port. He suggested using e-m- ail to
communicate with student leaders.
He passed out copies of the advisor
contract to all present, and went
through each component ofrequire-
ments for advisors.The changes that
committee made in effect put less
constrictions on the advisor. Some
of the changes included requiring
advisors and an officer to meet once
instead of twice a month, vetoing a
decision only when it violates Col-
lege policy, and assisting instead of
representing the group in any con-
flicts with members of the College
staff.
Council then launched into a dis-
cussion about advisors' powers and
legal responsibilities if the advised
group attempts to go against Col-
lege policy. Charles Kammer
pointed out that the advisor would
put him or herself in "legal jeop-
ardy" if he or she went against Col-
legepolicy. Damon Hkkey said that
Council's stipulations about advi-
sors are "a matter of keeping our-
selves in the clear as much as pos-
sible."
Benjamin Wachs, who was ob-
serving the meeting, asked, "Can an
advisorveto theuseofgroup funds?"
Continuing the discussion of advi-
sors' powers, Wyche indicated that
when a group prepares a budget,
"Budget guidelines spell out what
you can and cannot use money for."
John Plummet made it clear that he
does not release budgets to people
outside of die organization itself,
but he has challenged budgets if the
group is abusing its funding privi-
leges.
Renee Snyder added, "The advi-
sor has to make a good case to John
in order to freeze funds; the advisor
has the power to stop funds only if
the activity goes against College
policy."
Wachs then described many
9
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groups' frustration with finding
people willing to advise theirgroup.
"A lot of groups had to really
scramble to find advisors--Jt lot of
staffare exceedingly busy." He also
emphasized that most professors
have nothing to do with the organi-
zations that they advise. "My ques-
tion," said Wachs, "is how is Coun-
cil going to enforce this?"
Wyche reiterated charter
committee's plan to generate a list
of potential advisors in order to as-
sist groups, therefore taking a more
active role. He also notified Council
that charter committee is requesting
that Greeks resubmit their charters'
with the revised membership state-
ments.
Council then voted to replace
Emily Durham with Andrew Weaver
on the Greek Life committee. The
replacement was unanimously ap-
proved with one abstention.
Heidi Georgi then called an ex-
ecutive session that lasted nearly
one half hour. After the meeting was
opened again. Council immediately
voted to adjourn.
Vespers
continued from page 4
. "The Vespers service began as a
project for the Westminster Church
interns,butnow includes many more
people," said Seitz. Heidi
Haverkamp.also an intern, explained
that they started it "because, we
wanted an alternative to Sunday
morning worship." Seitz said,
"while Westminster doesagood job.
it is difficult for students to find a
place which is uniquely their own
on campus. Vespers provides that'
Haverkamp enjoys me vespers ser-
vice because of the intimate and
comfortable feel of the group, and
the space in which the service is
held. Members see the service as an
asset to religious life on campus,
bringing students who attend
Westminster Church together as a
cohesive group.
The Vespers service is held everj
Saturday night in Lowry Chapel, tlx
door to which is on the roof of
McGaw. Services begin at 6:30 PV
and last for approximately an hour.
"Anyone is welcome," added Seitz.
"we're pretty laissez-fair-e about it"
Wooster
continued from page 2
For-graphi-
cally, it's not like th
Pot.and Undistributed differendy.
Parti Oliver '97 is the student ed;
tor for This Week at Wooster, am
her duties include compiling the in
formation, editing, and laying ou
the poster.
Rodda is taking a "wait and see'
approach about this publication,
commenting that, "People could
think that this --is the greatest ihing
since sliced broad, or nocwe hope
that they do."
Wooster Insight
A Bourgeois Conspiracy
Once more we descend into that period offaced love and the quintessen-
tial social event that is the Winter Gala. No doubt many hare already (and
have for some time) planned and repiapned their magical evening. Ball
gowns and tuxedos, kmd ties and flats slippers. I want tobe Cinderella too!
And thatnwaEveryone knows ihbigbandsdiedwtienihebif warbetn.
Iikeamisplaced scene from the OreMGsoby.adasardlystabatanaclMonisin,
we once a year fish out ofapparently nowhere an overbtowacancatureoflame
jazz. Swing Kids indeed. When will we stop yeanimg for those gkxioos prewar
years? That perierirfejui avigaoce,iuavtneas. pore
nes.wiaannc7ancCTlikeinm
wooictts lilbootioB iSds't ucnicfe feato ifac pssCSOaTC?
Wim a slap, shove, and swish of decoDetage and tax tails, the Gala
soimdly reaffirms all that a liberal edncationshcwldcteTMJimce: a stately and
exclusive waspisbness. a yet-to-be-kil- led patriarchy, veiled misogyny, a
doe-eye- d and still pitifullymnocent sabuussion to some age-o-U totalitarian
regime, jnst another aorst at inn of onrsuncnderto a conformist specter.
One ofoor editors is being FORCED to dress ap by hisher date! Jeez, fight
the power! F S Up!
So go they've got chocolate cake. Let yourself be sacked into the
bowels of Lowry Center, into that gorgeous Taallroon.' Please. Feel free
to once againftsjpfly disavow your conscience. Go ahead. Ixt the fascists
A Soup and Bread Utopia
Altheexdaememcthefimnightof soupandbread. To sit around and
raze happily at all the folk laughing, singing, skipping in the new
found cjcjiement of anocxr semester of soup and bread. This semester,
despite some early fears, win be a good one for the soup and bread folk;
early projections indicate that the qualified staff will rsue 4,300 dollars.
Yes, that's 4.300 dollars. All thanks to the help of students, a band of
Bat the exciting thing about soup and bread isn'tjust the thrul of helping
people, ifs the actaal ambiance, that certainj me sais qnoi that differenti-ate- s
a soap sod bread sight from any other night. Be it the gentle music
playing hi the background, the warm carcta of friends who care about the
surrounding community, or even just the simple happmess thatcomes with
a nice bowl of warm soup. Soup and Bread is unlike any other night of the
week. You see, for Soap and Breaders, rvrrr night is a theme nijht.
Ofcourse. Soup and Bread is notjust a movement from the stndents. No,
it is supported by administrators and faculty of all types. While some
memben of the Voice commnnity might occairmany compUia about food
service, we realize that much of the wonder ofSoop and Bread comes from
the support ofour own dining services. Soup and Bread: quite possibly, the
epitome of all good Wooster things.
These views represent the majority views ofthe editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Viewpoints
JLetters
Vegetarian Dishes" not enough to live on
I assume for two reasons that the
author of last week's article Tn
Defense of Lowry Food" is a meat-eate- r.
The first reason is that he
listed "jeflo" as a vegetarian food;
the second is that I don't know a
single vegetarian on this campus
who is satisfied with Lowry's op-
tions.
I agree thai there are many veg-
etables breads, pastas and cereals
available. I would like to point out.
however, that it is no easier for a
vegetarian to live on vegetables and
carbohydrates that it would be for a
' to attempt the same feat.
Yes, tofa is available, but that's not
a very apprt iing food when served
cold on a salad bar. And ask anyone
who's tasted real humus why I say
rn vomit if I ever eat it at Lowry
again.
.
There is indeed a vegetarian en-
tree at every meal but for anyone
who is a vegetarian for health rea-
sons or ha vegetarian who watches
hisher cholesterol, creamy soups
and speciality plates drowned in
cheese (macaroni and cheese and
broccoli rice casserole, for example)
SAB should be up front about its costs
I have discovered that the saying
"if (a deal) seems to good to be true,
it's because it probably is."
SAB advertised a trip for students
to get off campus and go to Kent
State's ice arena the first Saturday
ofFebruary. I saw the signs and ads
everywhere - Lowry Center's stairs
up to the cafeteria. The Pot. and
SAB toilet appear. On each piece of
advertisement, itwas exclaimed that
"on $2" could take you ice-skati- ng
for the majority of the day. My first
reaction was, "Wow. A cheap, re-
ally fun way to get oT campus for a
few hours!
But, on second thought, a more
ratCTnl tide rvrrd in arid said.'This
has to be an awesome deal because
it normally costs me at least $2 to
rent the ice-skat-es! But I better
check just to make sure. I don't
want to spend anymore than I have
to. bemgapoor college student." So
I called SAB and asked if it truly
was "only $2" to take us to Kent
State and back, and go ice-skati- ng
for a few hours. The office was
unsure, so they referred me to the
student organizing the event. She
was really nice and returned mycall
later that night. The only answer she
could give me then (about two days
before the event), though, was that
the two dollars did not cover the
expense to go to the ice rink at KSU.
She did get back in touch with me
the next day to tell me what she
found out about the total. REAL
cost of the trip for a student. She
said she didn't know for sure, but
would guess between six and eight
dollars!!!!
Unfortunately, my gut had been
right, and this good deal was no
good deal at all - just a convenient
way of transportation. I was sad-
dened by this occurrence because I
are less than helpful.
Last week's article dared me to
"go ask other universities. . . how
many vegetarian items they serve,'
but the college I attended before
Wooster was smaller and soli of-
fered better vegetarian options in its
cafeteria.
rm not saying there's aFood Ser-
vice conspiracy w that aD Food Ser-
vice workers are evfl. rm just say
ing that being a vegetarian on the I
saealpfsnhereishsrderthaahlooks. I
- Catherine Brandon 96 I j
had been fooled into thinking that if
apostersavs"only $2!!!" they would
clarify what the two dollars was
paying for. In this case, it was only
for the van ride to KSU.
I w&disappointed that even if
SAB didn't know the actual cost of
the entire trip, they would mention
the fact that there would be an addi-
tional cost. But they didn't . .
I would like to thank die student
that returned my call, but next time,
be sure to advertise the whole story.
Itcould savealot ofphone calls,and
renew the student body's trust to-
wards advertising campaigns.
So, the moral of the story is: if a
deal is too good to be true, it prob-
ably is.
Maria Doelker. 99
The WosjYtrF
The following article is the fourth in the Voice's series on racial issues at The College of Wooster, Tbisarticle, written by Darren Meade and Chris Owens, from the class of 91,isthe
first of a two part series dealing with one of the prvatol moments m racial tssoes at me College: TlieGarpui Takeover.
The Galpin Taltebver: One ofWooster 's Finest Moments
A couple hundred students taking over a
college office building toprotest the adminis-
trations allegedly insensitive policies on race
relations may have seemed odry anachronis-
tic in the twighlight of the Reagan years, but
it happened right here at Wooster, barely half
a decade ago. This was no 60's nostalgia
movenKnt,butadeterminedeffcnbyaunited
student coalition convinced that such action
was the only practical way to make the admin-istrati-on
seriously address growing racial ten-
sions on campus.
For many years Woosters African-Amer- k
can student groups had petitioned the admin-
istration for certain pol changes; some of
these proposals were only nominally impor-
tant (Ag. increased office space for black
student groups),while other proposals sought
fundamental changes, such as offering more
courses inminority studies and increased mi-nori- ty
hiring among faculty and staff. Time
deferred taking sctionnngeitber"fmancial
restrictions. as they simultaneously began
building Luce "the Taj dorm" Hall - or their
"good faith efforts' to improve the simarion
By 1989, these "reasons" began to sound like
hollow excuses and delaying tactics. Accord-
ing to old issues of the Voice, students had
proposed these changes to the adrninistration
since, literally, the 1960's. Havingbeen firmly
convinced by history.andute administration's
, inaction, that dramatic action was absolutely
necessary to force the administration to seri-
ously address these issues, the Black Student
Association and Harambee planned a take-
over ofGalpin hall, to draw attention to me
, college community's needs.
It was a dark and stormy night OK, not
really. It was a fine spring morning on the
CoQegeoTWooster campus, duringthe "good
old days when Wooster was still fisted as '
"highly competitive' by Barons guide lo col-- ,
leges. lathe carry inorning hours, a vanguard
of a few dozen BSA and Harambee members
entered Galpin Hall before staff . members
came to work. Rumor has k that an African-Americ-aa
student working for security let
them in with his passkey. The administration
arrived that morning to find Galpin occupied
by students and the front doors chained shut.
To the administration's credit, they did not
overreact. While there were a few city police
and campus security nearby, the mood waa
relaxed as students mingled outside Galpin
between classes. The doors were regularly
unlocked to allow traffic in and out ofGalpin,
as itwas soon apparent thatneither the admin-
istration, nor the police, were foolish enough
to storm the building. As entry into Galpin
was not hindered by the authorities, people
inside die building quickly calling any stu-
dents they thought might be sympathetic to
their cause, and asked them to join.
Both of us were called as we were getting
ready to leave for morning classes; after the
movement's goals were explained to us, we
joined. We bad surprisingly little trouble
walking past the students and police outside
and catering Galpin with only the briefest
questioning by students watching die door.
By 10 am there were already over 100 stu-
dents in the building, and this number was
eventually more than tripled. The students
behavior was admirable; there was not even
the thought of vandalism or theft, and the
building was kept clean and tidy. There were
riodnigi.akvThol. or violence, al the deirwo-strato- rs
were generally in good spirits.
While the atmosphere was soniewnat lignt--
hearted.several stndents,irclndiiig ourselves,
bad underlying concerns at first. The police
seemed casual for now, but there was still the
possibility that they might eventually storm
thebuilding. What ifnegotiations broke down,
and the administration turned off the water,
electricity, and heat? Would we ultimately be
arrested for trespassing? What if the authori-
ties cut off access, and we had no way of
getting food? Even if nothing this dramatic
occurred, how many days could this last, and
how much class would we have to miss
(granted, this last part we weren't quite as
concerned about)?
One of the few times die students were
disappointed and angry was when we saw a
small group of counter-demonstrati-ng stu-
dents outside Galpin. A few OATS made
signs sayiiig"C)COPE"ssid"GoCope'and."
They held the signs in one hand and a beer in
the other. They were difficult to take seri-
ously, though they never numbered more
than five or six people at most We felt our
vast numerical superiority was reflective of
campus opinion. We were astatic, though, to
see reporters and television crews outside.
The Takeover was reported in newspapers
and television stations as far away as Akron
and Canton. It was admittedly pretty cool to
see the students' demands listed in graphics .
on the everung news telecast. Jft .
Around noontime the students held a meet-
ing in the building foyer. We assumed that
everybody would elect a committee to repre-
sent us and to ratify a list of demands. We
were wrong. The black student leaders who
had been informally leading the protest up to
this point announced that they had already
formulated among themselves a committee to
negotiate with the administration as well as a
"Sorrily Overheard at SGA Funding?"
Actually: "Sorrily Misquoted & MismterperataL."
"Doctors bury their mistakes: Lawyers request for funding for a dance group called aadVvenu which are beriefkial to The
them. But journalists put theirs on the the "Boot Stompers." In the editorial by lege of Wooster. Our humor was in no way
frontpage." Anonymous.
Conventional wisdom these days prescribes
that politics andjournalism must by nature be
in a constant state of antagonism. For some
apparent, yet unknown reason at lastWednes-
days' SGA Spring semester funding meeting,
memben ofthe Voice staff thoiight they would
be outstanding reporters and "report" every-
thing mey heard, or thought they heard tran-
spire in the course of a two and a half hour
meeting. Unfortunately the unjournalistic ac-
tions of the reporters in attendance caused
them to misquote, misinterpret, and arrive at
false conclusions. Let us refer to the quaint
box of "Sorrily Overheard at SGA Funding"
section of the February 2 edition. In die
course of die evening, the quote wrongly
attributed to "VP Cainerpn Flint" stating that
the proper way to deal with late Senators was
to, "Screw 'em. Go", was as accurate as Bob
Dole stating in an election yearthatBul Clinton
isl(yJconecUandthathethirik3Dernocrats
should control the government because he
and the rest of the GOP are wrong! Mr. Dole
has never said that, and neither one of us, nor
any other person in attendance that evening
uttered sucaridiculous statementas, "Screw
'em Go."
Secondly, our comments concerning our
own personal fiscal deficiencies had posi-
tively ixxhing to do with Men of Harambee' s
Benjamin Wachs which stated that we were
being offensive and insulting to the Men of
Harambee and the cultural event which they
wished to sponsor, Mr. Wachs poorly inter-
preted our statement and actions, and for the
sake of a sensational editorial portrayed our
actions as more sinister than they obviously
were. Our comment ana action wouia nave
directed at any organization, or event... pe
riod. In the future we hope that Benjamm
Wachs can try to avoid quoting half heard or
understood statements in order to create an
interesting article. While it is dangerous to
ignore news, it is more dangerous to make
news where none is to be found. It is poor
journalistic practice to quote a person(s) with
been the same if for example, the Wooster no concern for the truth. It would not surprise
Chorus had been applying for funding they uS to see Benjamin Wachs's name under an
were not for a group to sing medieval
Gregorian chants for an event. Our humor
was directed at our own empty pockets, im-
plying that we are so darn broke that we'd
sing, yodels or "stomp our boots" for only a
$100. rather than $1,000. While we fully
understand the seriousness of the funding
request, we also understood the need for a
brief respite of humor to lighten the tension
following two hours offunding debates. Men
ofHarambee 's request was a good, and legiti-
mate one, and we are very pleased that they
receivedthe$l,000 theyrequested. Ifanyone
was offended by our supposed "ridicule of a
cultural event," what you should be offended
at is Mr. Wachs's attempt to sensationalize a
harmless jest of our selves for the sake of an
interesting editorial on an otherwise mundane
funding meeting. We are very pleased that the
Senate voted to fund this cultural event, and
wehope thatSGA continues tofundall groups
im. W XUmmk-U- t WwM Mmm ahmit ttw
pregnant son ofFJvis's alien friends holding a
summit with President Clinton at a gasoline
station in North Dakota sometime in the fu-
ture. While some might view this as a large
step towards journalism, we view it as sad.
We hope that Mr. Wachs will not reply with a
sensationally snappy answer in next week's
Voice because we are sure that the campus is
tired of these letter writing campaigns. Our
purpose in writing this is not to begin a letter
writing war, or protect our "political careers,"
but to print the truth.
Cameron Flint, SGA VP ofStudent Affairs
(not Academic as wrongly stated by last edi-
tion), & Stephen Penrod, SGA VP of Aca-
demic Affairs.
Cameron Flint and Stephen Penrod are
members of the SGA Cabinet.
list of demands to present Darren Meade
suggested that the students vote for the com-
mittee members and the demands to be pre-
sented; this suggestion was quickly brushed
aside and, sadly, nooneelse protested. Meade
recalls: "I probably would have voted for
every person already chosen for the commit-
tee as well as every proposed demand, but I
would like to have voted on these matters,
rather than have them foisted upon as by an
unelected cadre. I am still quite proud of my
participation in the Takeover, but the pa-
tiently undemocratic method in which our
leaders and goals were selected was the one
thing I disliked about the experience."
WelL maybe there was one other unpleas-
ant memory. Soon after the leaden went to
Kauke for negotiation with the administra-
tion, several townspeople showed up at
Galpin's door claiming they wanted to join
the protest. Darren Meade recalls "I --was
standing near the door when I heard about
these supporting townspeople, and I went out
to the landing to great our new 'allies.' Iwas
suspicious at their obviously rough appear-
ance and the manner in which one fellow
reluctantly shook my hand, and that none of
them would look me in the eye. As another
student there was trying to explain that we
were attempting to keep this a student affair,
and perhaps they could fly a black sash from
their car antenna as a show of support, the
pngiw belligerently cut her off and said
'What the Hell's the matter? Are you folk
racist against white people or something?
Their angry attitude, and the alcohol on the
ringleaders breath, brought everything home
tome: these four guys were tough, drunk
rednecks who had beard about the protest and
had come up to start trouble.''
As the hoodlums got increasingly belliger-
ent, the students quickly shut and chained the
door, as the toughs tried to force their way in.
The evening news that night even showed
images of one of the rednecks trying to kick
down the front door of Galpin, and then the
four of them driving off in their car a few
minutes later, shouting "White Poweri"at the
camera. People were a bit shaken up and
scared by the event, but it only increased our
resolve. In the end, it probably helped us;
here, clear as day, and caught in the camera's
eye. was exactly the kind of problem which
had prompted the Takeover in the first place.
Faced with this kind of demonstration, the
administration would find it difficult to assert
that everything was "just fine."
As we all waited patiently for reports of
how the negotiations were proceeding, we
were still concerned. Would more hoods
come back and attempt violence again? Would
the administration take drastic action to iso-
late the building or even take it back by force?
For that matter, how would we get dinner?
Would Pizza Express deliver to a sit-do-wn
strike - and what would their minimum order
be? Regardless of these concerns, the stu-
dents were determined to take a stand against
what we considered to be the administration's
calcified approach to problem solving. Im-
proving race relations on campus was too
importanta goal, and like countless civil rights
activists before us, we were determined to
accept whatever risks necessary reach that
goal.
Darren Meade and Chris Owens are
C.O.W. Alumni from the class of '91 and
participants in the Galpin Takeover.
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Poet Brings
his Faith in
Language
HOLLY KYLE
"I think every wrier begins
with a faith in language the
ability of language to make a
model of a world you can lire
in." poet William Matthews
sated ia an interview featured in
the Wooster-base- d Artful Dodge
literary magsroc several years
ago. Matthews, a prolific writer
and author of several books in-
cluding SeUctedPoems A Trans-
lations 1969 -- 1991. Curiosities.
Blues ifyou Wort and Foresee-
able Futures, is comiag to
Wooater next week as a part of
the Woodrow Wilson Visiting
FeDows program. This program
bongs leaders in their fields to the
campuses of small liberal arts cd-leg- es
for a week ofclasses, career
coonsrJing and informal dbcus--
sions with students and faculty.
Matthews will be on campus
Monday through Friday next
week. During his stay he will
visit classes, as well as meet in-fbnn- ally
with studentwriters and
other members of the campus
community. He wQl also give a
reading Thuodaymgrxjc 730P.M.
in Wishart Han's Lean Lecture
Room. The reading, which is free
lamplfi of bis own writing, the
sub5Bctnaaaucfwhichxaogesfiom
everyday life to basketball, tojazz
and the Hack box on board air-
liners. The reading will also fea-
ture some of his translations of
the LtopoetiMartud arid Horace,
which have been praised fcr (bear
ability axon vey theclariry.hufrtor
orig- -
Daniel Bourne, English pro-
fessor and coordinator of
Matthews --risk, had das ao aay
about the writer, "Matthews is a
poet who had a strong influence
poems,and I hope thatWooater a
students get a lot oat ofhis pres-
ence on campus as wefL Above
all, I remember him making an
analogy between writing and
practicing the piano, the need to
go over and over the melody till
you get it right. Fve always been
affected by that dowiHD-ear- m
approach, which demystifies
writing but at the same time ac-
counts for its complexity and art-
istry. You can't just gush emo-
tion. Your hands also have to hit
the right keys."
For further information about
his visit, contact Daniel Bourne
at 263-257- 7.
Compiled with information"
from News Services.
Feature
Holiday For the Birds,
BENJAMIN WACHS
When I say that Valentine's Day
is for the bards. I mean k literally:
St Valentine is a patron saint of
birds, sod his holy day. February
14. was associated with love in the
middle ages because they thought k
marked the beginning of the avian
mating season. Just who made the
leap from mating birds to human
romance Fm not certain, bat I sus-
pect he was extremely lonely. Or
maybe k was a her some women
will do anything for chocolate. One
way or another, however, love is
now a hugely profitable industry,
and Valentine's Day is its chief
marketing strategy.
That the propagation of the hu-
man specks, always a questionable
goal at best, has been romanticised
to the point where romance itself is
used to seU otherproducts (beer gets
you love, cars get you sex, and men
who wear "Old Spice" deodorant
are apparently irresistible to women
who don't) is indicative of the
American libido for the libido. We
love to love. Why do we do this?
Even at its best, love is the cause of
unfortunate household accidents,
like children. At its worst, love is a
poison, more dangerous than deadly
nightshade, more common than
monoaodium glutamate, which in-
fects the brain, lowering the IQ and
suggesting erratic behavior (love is
the cause ofmore impulse shopping
than TV), and infesting the body
politic wkh some of the worst po-
etry the language can provide.
I art hardly the first person to
notice this, Cynics and thinkers (I
repeat myself) over das years have
commented on this very basic fact.
ILL. Mencken observed. "Love is
the delusion that one woman differs
sigra'firantly from another." Dor-c4- hy
Parker counteredeonsofsoppy
romantic verse with this little genre
"By the time yoqrwear you're bis
And he vows his
Lady, make a note of mis:
One of you is hying."
Bat for some reason, nobody fis--
to this wisdom. In the same
inexplicable way dark people keep
throwing their money away onWhite
Castle hambiargers, pet rocks, and
The College of Wooster. they keep
ftltirtginlfnT FTrpjannrinpf
Some say we keep falling in love
because ofbiologiral necestity.and
that on the genes of every human
male there is one chromosome that
keeps saying. "Come on, buy her a
dozen roses. She's cute." Others
suggest that love is a mystical force,
and that each of us has a souhnate
whom we can not help bat love with
allofour heart. Tammy FayeBakker
once said the same thing, and her
last name hasn't lasted nearly as
long as her tnakeup. The fact that
sou an sacs aren't neatly as common
as divorce lawyers should probably
tell os something.
My explanation for falling in love
is ss entirely practical one. The
reason? Advertising Withoutlove,
Dower arrangers, chocolate assort-
mentmakers, and greeting card com-
panies aD over the wcrid would go
bankrupt. Sensing this, they have
engaged fat a multi-billio- n dollar
advertising campaign to convince
modern consumers that love is not
only healthy, but something every-
one should have.
Impossible, you say? Hey. it
worked for the Hula Hoop. It also
works for the bridal gown industry,
the wedding cake industry, the tux
Lovers of the World Unite
Down with the Blasted Regime ofCynics and SmartAsses
KOKKIANGOH
St. Valentine the patron saint of
birds? Tres fascinating. Conceiv-
ably, that's where the term "love-
birds" originates. Remarkable. Mr.
Wacfas has stumbled upon a very
kuerrating, ifnot terrirjryconseque-
ntial fact indeed.
But I digress. The big day looms
', and we grow evermore
Why do we torture our
selves ao? Mr. Wacfas accuses prag-ntaria-m,
ss ifwe fall in love tobenefit
me flower fcahmry. Admittedly, the
love sol ens industry is a parts: a-la-rty
odious one, and in an ironic
twist on the one of lust, capitalizes
on our guiX rather than being a
cause ofk. (Unlike the one of Inst,
k brings so both giver and receiver
at best a feeling ofbeskaot satisfac
tion.) Whyi
tobuyt
flowers, or underwear simple
enough icons---cu das Vying day?
Sadly, it's because weart in love
with our lovely icons. Or at least
halfof os are.The other half, aware
that love is not so be sealed bychoco-
late, kfep iherr distance, hateful,
jaded and perhaps even jealous, Mr.
Wacfas, don't yon fed a tinge of
remorse, or maybe a resentful mar-
tyrdom, that YOUare smartenough
to realize the shaQowneas ofkail? I
myself am frequently annoyed thatl
am incapable of enjoying artifacts
peddled for mass consumption. But
again I digress. In aay case, I say
down with trifling icons of love!
Away with the misshapen heart, the
trigger-happ- y cup id, the sanctimo
an Ode to Commerce
edo industry, the chsnffeured limo
industry,and halfof the churches in
Las Vegas. These interests inun-
date uswith irruigcaofhappycoupica
every where in order to convince us
that since everyone else is falling in
love, we should too. Eventually,
battered and rrhamted by all the
publicity that money can buy, we
give up and fan m love out of sheer
exhaustion. Then we buy our spe-
cial someone a diamond because
they're "forever." After this we are
encouraged to spend even more
money on cards, anniversary prc-sen- ts,
birthday gifts, and flowers.
Then when the break op occurs, and
itwill because people justdon't like
each other that much, there are the
therapists and lawyers topay. These
days, the system is practically auto-
mated: the only human element
needed is your signature on the check
paying for the divorce papers; and
nious conviction that the rose is the
most beautiful of flowers! ... ...
Butletuslove. Letusstlesstaccept
the fact that we always wffl. . Mr.
Wacfas calls k a practicality. Let me
aDude, however, so an incouipi cfacn-sibl- c,
roving imprartica'i'y. We fan
in love because we cannot help do-
ing so, and k does nor help any in
our daily lives. Love disrupts the
efficient, convenient, routines for
which we long, Itdistracts, c&crpli-cat- es
and overwhelms, but ft also
gives you that sort of tingfy feeling
for which yonwould otherwise have
to resort to synthetic drags. It's
sornerhsag to look forward to whoa
you're tired ofEfe's practical terms,
the social, financial. jntrlVctaal
harries. I once had the habit of
saying that my "love" would have,
above all else, blinding intellect. I
smperhaps growing ontofmysnotry
high! low phase, for now I rarely
say that rm not looking Cor !
Sflffa j"hosryrncal onanisrn belongs
only on the pages of newspapers.
Rather, rm looking tor someone
whom, in the words of ML. Gore,
win "share my anermost thoughts,
ana mow my axansss octaus.
Even at its most useless, love is a
welcome chance for us to indulge
the more tender, perhaps whimsical
side of ourselves. Itgives us a great
excuse to say stuff we wouldn't be
caught dead saying otherwise. And
at its most primal, love is a wonder-
ful accessory of lust Lust with
love, if nothing else, gives a name
a history and a future to those
whose equipment we so gleefully
we all know that divorces are "for-
ever." The bottom line Is money.
We fall in love for the same reason
we buy breakfast cereal: we see k
on TV.
So guys, the next time you're
about k writs that special lady po-
etry, come to your tenses: it's not
her you love, it's Hallmark. Ladies,
you have been Sim-O-wn mod: your
sense of brand loyalty in men is not
onfymisplaced, its ludkTOUs. Sex is
fine and I encourage people to have
lots of it, as k keeps them off the
Hiret i, but lets not ask the impos-
sible. Love hurts, and expecting
any good to come of it in the long
term is like a gerbil expecting to get
somewhere ifhe keeps running long
enough on his little wheel. He can
expect all he wants,but hejust looks
silly, and if he keeps k up long
enough, kH kill him. Happy bird-mati- ng
day.
exploit. Along these lines, the veri-
tably, brilliant Mr. .Wacfas quite
"
rightly brings up the matter of un-foi-"!
pflt TtwrhoM iffriHjFfrtathi Own
poser and lyricist Sam Austin offers
a facile if not globally practicable
acrunorrofaojnceivablernany,
when he states, "Homosexuality is
God's way ofensuring that the truly
giftedaratburdenedwimchildr
At ia most beautiful, love allows
practical about that). It reveals
to as the beauty of nature and of
politics a well-kno- wa comic strip
its die "newEberaIism"aakeyto
expnqndmg the joys of love and
enjoying long summer walks along
wood chip paths wfcito"lJnging ia
Ones aawta. une rjopntar .lytrrst:
states da, after a period of tevfc
beantifal Do you know why
only gaze sttbeob-so-gorgeousmod-- ds
adoming glossy magazines with a
detached and grndgmf admiration?
We don't love them.
Love is truly, false sentiment
aside, a many splendored thing. Or
at least a mnltifarrtrd one, occa-
sionally unbearable, frequently try-
ing, arwayswirfaauniquelygkirious
irrationality. Valentine's Day, as a
once in a year mbodiment of this
histioiialiry.necessanTy comes close
todrowning in itsown expectations.
We hope love flows in a day. It
doesn't. But as long as we don't
expect February 14. every year, to
bless us with sea and chocolates and
all the good things in life, we're fine.
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To: Heather Wright Almighty God, Stop the insanity! Together we are invincible; with your love
From: Ryan Without whom you have become my light. Happy Valentine's
I love you ao very much! Have a great No case gets tossed! Toe Stephanie Day. Love, James.
Valentine's Day. Love Yal From: Mark
To: Dan Halt
From: RafDd
It's okay to be alone, just not
lonely.
To: Johnny
From: Your Playboy Bonny
I'm glad you're here. Having
fun yet? Happy Valentine's Day!
Toe Jesse and Sam ,
From: Derek
Whereare you guys gomgtodoyom laundry?
Oh wdL doesn't matter. Happy Valentine's
Day.
Toe SWKftwmf
From: Love Bunny
I wish you Health. Happiness and A Stab
Wound ia the Cut.
To: Lrya. Priya. Becky, Vinnie, Vic, David.
Jeremy
From: Scheie
I love youguys so very much. Havea wonder-MWalentm-est
r
Ta My friends at the Voice
From: Senator Andrew Weaver
Thanks for all of the love and affection this
Ta Erik
From: Ben
is back. Aren't you glad you get to live
r-- - - with turn?! Thanks Cor being the coolest
room-ma- te this side of the Mississippi.
Ta Trash Boy
From: Lounge Singer
Word to your mother. Hope to see you spring
break!
Ta Monkey Brains
From: Roido and Stinky
Even though the Dormplies hold you in
the highest regards.
We Love You!
Thank you for making the lonely
nights more bearable.
To: God
From: Carlito
I would like to thank
Happy Valentine's Day
Ta Lizzard
From: Pooh
Happy Valentine's Day!
TaCkre
From: Me
It's always nice lo have a DOG to keep your
feet'
To: Culbertson House
From: Rachel
Who needs a door when you have a fire
v
escape? And it really does feel like a boarding
bouse on Saturday afternoons --lovely.
Ta Sheen
From: Your secret friend
I hope you butt doesn't hurt anymore.
Ta Boogie
From: PP
Haveaphatt Valentines Day babe. Love you.
Ta Neil
From: S
Jaan, Happy Valentine's Wanna see the
movie in the second show?- - -
Ta "The Mystery Girls"
From: "Rude Girl"
You guys are wonderful! Ifyou rally,want it.
will it to happen. Remember: r.vwyf?ny
funny, rm going to miss you more than you
know!
Ta Ben Falcone
From: Your Secret Admirer
Happy Valentine's Day!
Ta Tory
From: JPandTerah
Viel GWck we'll miss you next year!
Ta The Jerky Boys: Big Poppa, Hang 10.
Part-Bo- y and Red Dog
From: Rachel, Phoebes and Monica
Happy Valentine's Day!
Ta Dearest Beth
From: Your faithful roommate
On this Valentine's Day, I hope that you get
shot in the butt with an arrow, preferably by a
naked young boy who happens to be able to
fly. Ifnot, I wiMdo the honon ofhiding in the
bushes with a crossbow. Okay, I'm kidding.
It will just be an old-fashio- ned bow and ar-
row. Or maybe I will just use a lawn dart.
Who knows? By the way, don't forget that I
love you!
Ta Cubie
From: ?
I'm going to keep jumping on your
bed until the cows come home!
Ta Katie
From: Tricia
You are the best friend I could ever
ask for! Happy Valentine's Day.
Ta Timmy Wimmy Bimmy
From:
.
"
You're just too cute for your own
good. Happy Valentine's Day from
all the girls who adore you. Now, go
get some!!
Ta T.B.O. 97
From: Hip Hop
Dogs? Who needs 'em? It ain't that
wecan't get none. There's just none
worth gettin! Y'all are the real thing.
todies. I love you!
Ta Jester
From: Brother-Be- n
Glad you're my bra Way to rock the FUNK
out of the Underground.
Ta Kruse
From: Drank Boy
When do I get tojoin VAS? Always remem-
ber that Fenske lies I know nothing about
Whitewater, regardless ofmy roliiicsl loyal-
ties. ' -
Ta Nathan Leggett
From: Your Secret Admirer
Hey Leggett I mink you're hot. let's get
together!
To: Liz H.
From: Your secret admirer
I mink you're hot too!
Ta Whipmaster Shew
From:
Tie me up and beat me with your LX, Bean
Silk Boxers!
Ta Ryan
From: Ben
Keep your chin up!
Ta Dani
From: James (tc)
?
To: Jody
From: Dork
Hey freak, have a happy V-- '
D. Ooops, that sounds sick,
just kidding... but it is from .
me!
Ta Heid-and-go-se- ek
From: Hilary-ou- s
(First of att, I'm glad I found you!) Havea
vivacious Valentine's Day filled with vim
and verve and vigor. Don't eat andyvennica-lit- c
or perform any vivisections. Eatvenison
to make you virile! Voilal
Ta Scheidabomber
From: Travella
You think Jody warns her filters back? Tell
her that she cannot have them. Bub-by- e.
Ta Fenske
From: Liberal Boy
Just remember. Bill will win this fall. Ob, I
almost forgot: can you srww me some ofyour
dance moves? They seem to work in "attract-- --
ing" people. Happy V-Da- y.
Ta Jeff
From: TG
I got some rum-bal- ls for. . .oh, can't drink. . .
.sorry, I forgot
To: Everyone in Greenhouse
From: Bhavana
I love y'all.
To: Courage
From: Spankey
Never fear, courage. I'll give you plenty of A-Bom- ber
to float over my cabeza.
To: Wishu, Nelly, Scary, Rim, Winny, JJ.
andDawe
From: PP
Happy Walentines Day to atr of you. (Would
you rike lainbow or fanana?) Love you.
Ta Josh
From: Ethnic Boy
I don't want to hear of any visitors you may
have. Oh, get a new carpet, please.
To: DiPaolo
From: TG
My other paizan in crim, say "hi" to yoo-know-w-ho
and enjoy Cleveland. . . the dry
won't be the same.
Ta Kristen, of course
rrom: irav
A mondo THANKS you are truly the best,
and pro-Bi- ll to boot! You rock myworkT
seibella!
Ta LJ
From: someone who cares
I'd rather stay anonymous, it's better that
way,
I want to ted you how I feeL if I may.
Whenver I'm around you I feel so scared.
Always wanting to talk to you but I never
dared.
I'm sure there are other girls who catch your
eye.
But I can only hope thatyou will give me a try.
I've always been shy when it comes to guys.
When I do build up courage, in time it dies.
What I'm trying to dois say I really do care for
you,
AH of my friends know,but I don'tknow what
to do.
I den't want to xok on too strong and scare
you away
Bat if I don't let you know, I could soon pay.
Because you will find someone' else to love.
And then I win have to look to the heavens
above.
For the answer to way I was not good enough.
Maybe I was too harsh, or possibly too rough.
We should take our time and just be friends.
As long as our friendship never ends.
Happy Valentine's Day!
To: BenWachs
From: Helpless Maiden
I'd love to take you up on your proposition,
but not until you get the dragon.
To: ScotrieMXl
From: L-arci- e
Enjoy that new car, Happy four months and
many more to come. Happy Valentine's Day,
Sweetie.
To: The "fashion police" sorority
From: Wendall
Hope all your Valentine wishes come true.
Tec BenWachs
From: you know who
Hey curie, why are you ig- -.
noring me this semester? Did
our assignation mean noth-
ing to you? Now when I see
your loving smile, my heart
weeps. Please, please, come
back to me.
Toe MisS Jennie
From: Weird Naked Girl
Key lustful arms girl, thanks
for my nickname, yon-kno- w
I'm proud but I love you
more than chickpeas.
Tec Joe
From: TG
Fellow WOP.keep the booze
flowing for those who just
-- leach.
To: SASsyandWEEM
From: bitchier
Three's company! I just
wanted to say I really dig our
candle-glowin- g, colorful,
cozy room, and that I am
looking forward to many ad-
ventures with the roomates I
love.
Toe Nate and Woody
From: Wende
Picture this scenario: Sigh,
Smile, I love you guys!
Sound familiar? Happy VD!
To: Bridget
From: ElCato
Be my Valentine.
To: Ann Sundelis
From: Catch 22 Rasta
Hay sexy Crandell, you know who I am. You
romanced me with no wine and dine, but i
don't mind. Your HOT!, intelligent, and
know where you're going in life even though
I can't get close enough to you to say this in
words. I hope you find this more pleasing
than my last letter. Love ya!
Toe Douglass first Ooor residents' --
From: Tricia
Great Hall! Happy Valentine's Dayl -
Toe Tina
From: Dave
Thank you for making the past three yean the
most special time in my life.
"
To: Peter
From: Tricia
I want to spend the rest of my life with you. I
love you.
To: Christian
From: Meg
Hey there, sailor. You
lock my boat!
To: Stacy Diamond
From: Erin Lydon
You rock my world!
Toe Delaney DeMay
From: Erin Lydon
You're totally awesome! heh.heh,heh.
To: Hillary
From: :)
You paint their eyes?!!!!
Tec My Princess
From: Your guardian angel
From above will my love shower the princess
of my kingdom of love and happiness.
To: KarlBekeny
From: Patrick Watts
Thanks for last nighd
Dk Ali
From: Meg
I love you sweet thangl You're the. best
roomate and a snazzy friend. Happy
Valentine's Day even though Valentine's Day
is dumb.
Tec TamaraLyneuePryor
From:
To: JeffyNimeh
From: Rosie
I love you. I want you.
Please, KISS ME. Please,
color my hair!
Tec Amber
From: Ebony
You are the best! Happy "early" birthday!
Loveya!
Jason Akin
Nappier
Your sweet pea loves
you always.
Tec Kari, Lucy, Sa-
rah, Karen
From: Tense
Coco puffs and coke
rules! .
To: Bertrand the Butler
From Stacie-Mo-m
Remember? Couches m cars rule legs vs. no
legs. Yourcckl Let's lead ihe glamorous life"!
Toe Karl RobHlard
From: Amanda Refshauge
Me gusta tu! Tu eres mi amigo. To es
divertido, rubio. Adios. Tu amiga, Amelia
Tec L'il Kels, Wobbin, TeePee
From: B.AJXF. 1
Thanks for the memories girls!
Happy Valentines Day to three
curies!
Tec Bagel head
From: Your co-work-er
Had to do' it DaaaaatiHnk the
temptation was toogreat. Hope this
Valentine's Day is as crappy as an
the rest. I love you! (most of the
timegrin)
Toe Brian
From: Sarah
To love another person is to see
the face ofGod" LesMIserabies
Happy Valentines Day, My Love.
To: Sarah .
From: Brian
Thank God I've found you, our
footsteps will be side by side
throughout our lives, through thick
and thin, forever and always. I love
you!
Tec My Friends
From: Rachel
Boys' schmoys; I'm way above the
table here. VirginiaWoolf & maybe
we should hang out in bam tubs &
wear togas. Do you feel the same or
am I only dreaming is this burn-
ing & eternal flame. Dancingrocks
and an ocean of calamine lotion.
Hey, there's chili in my hair! And
a car stuck in the snow & who has
aerodynamic breasts? Led Zeppe-
lin A Air Supply. Naked trivia,
wine & five scoops of rice, yum.
Thanks, for being umjvonderfuL
Toe Megan Beynon
From: Trix Rasta
I've seen you on campus with yourTheta clan
and sometimes alone and think you're one of
the more pleasant sights on campus! I occa-
sionally say hi, but it seems like you keep cr.
passmg me by-- .. . (song lyrics) I am not
obsessed with you so don't fret, but I haven't
been able to knowyou yet. I would Eke to, but
if you are reading this and 1 haven't said
anything other than "hi" to you this week, I
have not built up the nerve to ask you out.
CluelD.A.V.E. Que 2
RUSH
To: Thomas Jeffcry
From: Dennis Griffin
An I can say is WHY??? WHY??
Toe Dennis Griffin
From: Alanna L. Mussawwir
"Why waste your time when you know you
want to be mine?" It's true they must
Toe The Alpha Gamms of 1996
From: Mr. Queen
Congratulations on making it!
Valentine's Day!
Happy
Tee GQ Jack
From: Sadie
Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? I'd
better not Heidi, even if she is 56 years okL
may still kick my butt!
Tec Jen I - "
From: Bhavana
I love you.
Toe Sister Red
From: Sister Eugene
Let's do hmch! But when?
Tec Lake
Front: Luke
Back up little camper, don't Vet IS get you
down. Yoa got spots... and spots good. So
hang ia there.
Tec Jack's dad
From: Jack's mom
Five months to go!
Tec The love chicken
To: Terise Jonea
From: PhUKasper
I love you so much, my teeth
ache. My teeth love you.
From: Stumpy
Pots sand pans!
Tec Susan Brooks and Courtney Funk
From: Shayna Sharpe
your mom. you know what she is!
Toe Ian
From: TG
How can I scare you even more? Perhpasby
giving you flowers and a box of chocalates?
Maybe not. . . .
Tec Rachel
From: Bhavana
"I love you!"
Tec Sarah Blanford and Meredith Graham
From: Susan
Big hugs!
To: Travis aka Funky Grundke
From: Sarah and Sarah
It's a travesty that we never got the chance to
Toe xoX Sarah.
To: Sheila, Sbeana,Dsrcy,Becca, and Jody
From: Bhavana .
"I love you girls!"
To: Sister Suzuki v
Prom: Sister Eugene
Sister Suzuki Remember the good times...
"Joseph". .. Hilton Head. .. Lake Erie.
Love, Sister Eugene
Toe the Fab Five
Prom: Deidra
Keep your head up.
Toe Microtia
From: The shady man around the corner
You are the propulsion of my life.
Toe Lora Robertson
From: Katie
Thanks! Ill miss yon. You're the best
To: Katie Williams
From: Rie
Thanks forbeing there formealways again!
To: RnssHeraey
From: Tigger
Remember to keep smiling, and don't forget
I'm here for you! .
Toe My precious little lamb
From: Your cinnamon girl
Wow! Isn't this spiffy? Wish you were here!
(oh how I wish). I burn for you, I hunger. I
ache. I want to kiss the very air you breathe
and todrown myself in yourgaze. Iwant tobe
with you forever. I love you.
Tot Dave Catrig , c,,-- .
From:
LS. won't kill you unless you let k.
Toe AmyBoyden
From: Gumby
I love U, babe!
Toe Betsy Nettlebeck
From: Heather
Thank you for always being there. Good luck
this semester.
Toe Heather Heitsenrether
From: Emily Coleman
You're a great friend
and a very special per- - "
son. Never lose sight
of mat. Love, Em
To: VAS
From: a fellow VAS
member
TECHNO rave on the
3rd floor of Wagner!
Members only! Team
Guy members also
1 love you guys!"
Toe Frog .
From: me
You're the swelUst, even if
you are extremely difficult at
times. I don't believe that
scything is totally random. . .
Toe Wende
From: Willy the Slug
Would you be ray Valentine?
Toe Emily Coleman
From; Heather
Thank you for being a great
friend. Good luck this semester.
Toe All my friends
From: Leslie
Happy V-da- y! I love you guys!
Toe Brace and Amy
From: Dave
Thanks for all the yakety-schmakc- ty
Toe Thetas
From: anonymous
Happy Valentine's Day. I love you gals!
Toe Insiya Kakajiwalla. Amrita Bhandri,
TrisnaSanyaUMeherD'MelloMaynraJones
From: 7777?
Oink,oinklH
Toe RyanNiemeyer
From: Mackie Feierstein
Who's yourdaddy? Happy Valentine'sDay! 1
Love your daddy!
To: Rachel and Suzanne s
From: Wende
You make me turn my head twice. .
Toe Meg
From: Beckler
Smile, don't be sad and unhappy yppah
To: Tara Wendy Julie Danielle Becky &
Kalina
From: Kate and Melissa
We love you better than "Red, Red Wine"!!
Get some!
To: My son
To: Lucy-Ric- e
From: SaUy-Ro- ni
I like rice,
Rice is nice,
I eat rice thrice,
I eat rice for a
dirt cheap price!
welcome as honorary
guests! Bring your
own red cup! VASQUAD RULZ1
Toe Jen
From: DarthVader
Is Jon there?
Toe Lindsey. Hope, and Jess
From: Amber
To the greatest people ever. I LOVE YOU,
MAN!
Toe Colin, Matt. Andy, Mike, and Karl
From: Bhavana
From: Your daddy
Have a great day! It is time for
you to admit it!
To: Tamara Charles
From: Mackie Feierstein
Happy Valentine's Day! I love
you!
Toe Viewpoints columnists
From: Your loving editor
Sorry you got cut; it's all Ben's
fault What a weenie!
To: Dennis Griffen
From: TJ. Aquaviva
"Pretty Woman" --no more, no less.
Toe Alanna Mussawwir
From: Anonymous
"Why waste your time if ya know you're
gonnabeminePHAHA! All I need is a little
BUMP and GRIND! I love you GIRL! Can't
wait 'till this weekend.
Tee Dribble Drool Head-From- :
Stinky Rat
I learned from watching yon, alright!!
Toe Sally
From: Matthew
EEEEEEEE-CXJOOOHH- Hj fTHH!!!!
Toe Amrira, Meher, Mayura, Inayah, and
Diana
From: Trisha
I love you all and am really glad you're my
friends.
Toe Ayanna Williams
From: Dennis Griffin
You stillhaven't turned inyour damn applica-
tion for die House. .. and I'm waiting!!!
Toe Koichi, Sarah & Karen, Libby ft Amanda
From: Allison
Thanks for being great friends!
Tee My favorite interns
From: Tidy
Sryahamba...Iloveyouguys! When'sB's
office?
Toe Amy
From: Andy
Happy early Valentine'sDay. Love, Andy
Tee James Hervey
From: Phi Delta Sigma
We hope this time it's a good one!
Valentine's Day!
Happy
Toe Betsy Nettelbeck
From: Emily
Hey, chica! It's been a great year so far.
Thanks for finding Helen's mittens. Love,
Em
Toe Carrie
From: Your old roommate
I miss knocking your plants over, and killing
bugs with the vacuum. I hope your CFS gets
better...
To: DAHittSqaad
From: K-Lo- ve
Big up for DA Haitian Massive! Haiti in DA
House! Glock, glock, glock!
To: My Girls K-Lo- ve & Crazie
From: ShortieDeee
Big up the '9--6. Five weeks til we kick it in the
Caribbean. Much love. Dahitt Sqaadisl.
To: Matty
From: Kathy Erica Nash
You're my herd!
Toe The Out of Bounds Dance Team
From: Elana
Y'all is da bestest! Thank you for dancing
with me Happy Valentine's Day!
Toe Scherezade Pocha
From: Neil Pal
just because.... behehehefa !!
Toe Craazie
From: K-Lo- ve
Remember when we went to Country Manor
& you got whipped cream in your face?!
HAHAHAHA
To: John w.
From: llama
You make me laugh andyou listen when I cry. I
cherish the times we spend together, and above all,
value our unique relationship. John, you mean
the world to me, and I don't want you to ever
forget that! thp,thp,thp!! love, Llama
Toe Damian
From: Sarah and Sarah
Yon player you! When are
you going to dump your girl-
friends for us?
To: Sparks
From: Fletch
AAAAA A AAA-ME- N
BROTHER!!
Toe Graham Westerberg
From: SJ
b is gomg to haprjen at coherence! Let's get
ready to rumble.
Toe ILPopa
From: Ednew
My love for you is more expansive than all the
pee in the ocean! In the words ofAir Supply,
or Patsy Cline, or somebody cheesy. Thank
you for being a feind, I mean Friend!
Toe Karl
From: Laura and Lisa
You rock our world.
To: Bem Trinidad
From: Jessica Palagyi
Berto, I love you! This has been the happiest
part of my life and it is due to you.
To: RobT.
From: Derek L.
It will get done. God is in control
To: Karl
From: Mike
I love you : )
To: Sarah F.
From: Erica
I hope you are having a sweet Valentine's
Day. May all your dreams come true.
To: All my friends
From: Moon doggie
You are the most cherubic friends I ever had,
andeveryone loves cherubs, so I LOVE YOU!
To: Michael Thomas Sweeney
From: Elana -
Hey boy, keep ya head up and have a Happy
Valentine's Day.
Toe Donna Granderson
From: Henrietta Menzies
Happy Valentine's Day, bdotie girl! Luvyou!
Toe Beth
From: Heidi
Remember DuPont Circle? You. Me. Mom's.
One day soon!
To: VASquad
From: 12 the VASquad
We've got the blue cups, we've got the strobe
lights, we've got the moves. It's
TECHNOTTME! Victimhodd brought us to-
gether, but sisterhood keeps us that way. We
don't need Placebo anymore. . . or Player of""
Pockets or J.B. or Olaf or chump or aka or
BMS or WRSM or Greenday! We will sur-
vive without them!
Toe Jess
From: Chuck
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Thanks far bem my pab!
Ta Painting Chick
Italic Painting Guy
That color doesn't match
Toe My friend Bethany
From; Anna
A word of advice for when you go running:
dress warmly and keep moving and don't stop
to talk to strange men who lurk in shadows.
Ta Rich Updegrove
From Yoa find out!
Look carefully and you'll see that I feel the
same way about you. Take a chance oa me.
Happy Valentine's?
To: Vinnie.
Scbere, Priya,
Jeremy. Vic,
Neil, Dave,
Becky, and any-
one else I may
have forgotten.
From: Liya,
with lots oflove
--Mess you for lis
tening to me all the time. Happy Valentine's
Day.
To: Skeezy Nibbler
From: B Boobs
To two yean of letting it all hangout: Thanks
for putting up with me, you obsessive scav-
enging crush woman you!
To: Wagner C-Gr-oup
From: Derek
I love you alL I hope you'll like my haircut.
To: Kathy Wilson
From: Man
You're my hero! Happy Valentine's Day!
To: Kruse
From: Quarterback
No more jumping on my bed.
. o: Susan Hosso
I-Vo- m: Luminita
7'PUP!1
To: Sadie
r: ..TT" ITffi 1 in ft TisV msvtHaawwuua 4owa, w sua mj v
.
--ppy Valentine's Day!! Won't you be mine?
anything, just for our child, Paddingion.
z: Grand Lancny
From: Washinn D.C.
Call me Mr. W
TlfK Vf : iX: K 01THE WtOOSTER VOICE FEATURE
To: Lorraina-L-u
Prone Chock
I love you, mom! That was the best tomato and
mayonaise I ever ate!
Ta Neil
From: Scbere
Just because. . . , wuwo!
To: David Cooper
From: Nicole
I wrote 2 your mom. Write 2 Erin.
HaHahL Can I have your 11th
chad?
A big hug and a
big kiss lo you all thanks for being around.
Happy Valentine's Day!!
To: Matt May
From: Secret Admirer
I've been watching you.
To: Sarah Fenske
From; Joel Berger
Over these past few days you have looked
very tired and I must apologize; it's all my
doing. I can't help that you are constantly
dancing in my mind.
To: GKH
From: DiDi
You rock my world, GiGi. You are a "locally
awescse" friend.
To: Ebony Green
From: Elana
Girl you're the greatest--
To: Leslie
From: Matt
"Snuggle" is not the only thing that I loooove.
Happy Valentine's Day!
To: Anna
From: Bethany
If life were an ice cream cone, you would be
the cherry.
From: Mr. Wiggles
Ta KendraSims
From: HenriettaHappyValentine's Dayl
Luv you. byel
bye!
To: Miss Cherry
Pie
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Into a rabbit
Magic wand turned you!
To: Greg
From: You're lookin at her
I never though anyone could make me feel the
way you do (By the way, you feel great too,
hon!) grin love ya!
To: Bryan Dade
From: Dog
--John Henry"
To: Aim
From: Matt
Glad to see you back. .
Day!
Happy Valentine's
To: Hilarious
From: Adelpheide
A pita a day keeps love handles away!
Ta Ne
From: J
Here's wishing you a soft, warm Valentine's
Day!
To: Em and Karen
From: e-be- ar
You girls rock!
Ta Erica
From: Sarah
You are socool! Have a smashing Valentine's
Day.
Ta Tomcat
From: Kitten
rowr. I love you for always. Have a great
semester.
Ta Cauiebabie
From: Nicki Babie
You rock my world.
Ta
From
Woody
Woody, the frisbee design rocks. You are an
artistic god.
To: Ms. Ogle tree
From: Henrieua iTienzies
I love you Ms. O and I'm glad to have you to From: K-Lo- ve
talk to. Happy V-Da- y! Lav U. bain'tHkeUusedtobe,butwestinkickUlike
only we can! Love ya!
Ta Snufus
From: anonymous Toe Sarah
Hey! I like you more than pizza. Will you be From: J.
my valentine? Happy Valentine's Day to a lovely lady!!!!
Ta Sally
From: Em
Life wouldn't be the same if you bad peanut
butter in your hair.
Ta Sums
From: Tanya
I secretly adore you.
Ta Greg
From: "Kiddo"
I just wanted to tell you that I love yon and
you'll always be my favorite valentine!. I
missed you! Love ya!
Ta Stan Hales
From:
We love ya, you sexy hunk, but when are we
going to get a REAL President?
-- The "Girls"
Ta Shoortie
Ta Amy
.
From: Andy
Happy Early Valentine's Day.
To: M. Bentzel
From: Chuck
You are a "Que- - and "Soda" goddess!
Ta Stinky E-Fa-ce
From: Chuckles
I love Gimpy Es!
Ta Sparky Egghead Juniper
From: Charlie
Thanx for fishing with me.
Ta Fonkinator
From: Chuck
Sunday mornings with you are the best. Re-
member, lock your doors at stop lights!
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1996
VALENTINE ROSE ARRANGEMENT
12 Doz. Long Stem Roses in a vase........$25.00
VALENTINE BASKET CENTERPIECE $25.00
VALENTINE BASKET $18.00
Specials listed above for Wooster area only.
ALSO AVSULA'BL'E:
'BCooming pCants, pCanters, Budvases, and BaCCoons
'Di&very Ttra
Wire service available worldwide.
bouquetoz6p
2651 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, Ohio
(21G) 345-616-4
Monday Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
305 Smithville Rd., P.O. Box 131
(gST) Orrville, Ohio . .
(216)682-585- 6 I I
Monday - Saturday 99-- 9 V p.m..Maaaaaaa
L-J-
fL "" ""
"f "ISunday 12:00 - 6:00 p.m.
mJAs tsSv? m. -
February 9, 1996
Behind the
Scenes ofMarUn
Tazewell's
Intense and
Humorous Play '
LUCY LEMKE
Flipping Through the Pages ofSome T.V.
Guide Universe leaves more on the mind than
the average Independent Study project. Mar-
tin Tazewell "96, a playwriting major, has
created a debut play as his senior LS. project
The creative style ofmis project speaks far the
tmginarinw and talent of the writer. The
effort and time pat into this brainchild was no
less than that ofany other LSbut the product
that stems from mis effort is worth everything
that was put into the development process.
The casting processbegan before break and
rehearsals have been taking place during the
past weekends. The cast includes: Dennis
Griffen 99. Rich Updegrove '98. Carolyn
Wise 99. Ben Perez 96 Maha McCain 99.
Max Lake 99. Bhavana Mody 99. Meghan
Davis 96, Jennifer McEwen 99, and myself.
Working on this production has been an
educating and enjoyable experience. It is an
honor to be m the cast of the premiere reading
of this original play. Performing a show
written by a fellow student at Wooster is
encouraging to all students who hope to par-ticipat- ein
the college theatre department. The
possibility and completion of this play in-
spires others to put effort into achieving their
goals, be it in productions or other indepen-
dent study endeavors within the theatre de-
partment.
Flipping Through the Pages ofSome T.V.
Guide Universe contains intertwining situa-
tions. The central character is Logan, a men-
tal patient repressing abusive memories from
his childhood, while under the care of a less
than helpful hospital staff. The relationships
between the hospital staffand the family Logan
grew up with evolve in similar patterns. Com-
parisons between the two worlds hit home for
Logan and contribute to his unstable mind.
Throughout the action of the play, Logan
regresses into his mind, filled with surreal
images from the land of T.V. This is his
defense mechanism that kicks in to help him
cope with thehardships oflife. Theplay deals
with intense issues including mental illness,
ethics in medicine, and physical and emo-
tional abuse. Although serious topics are
contained in the play, they are dealt with in an
entertaining fashion and a great deal ofhumor
is spread throughout the work. The powerful
ending leaves the mind spinningand the heart
pounding.
This work is being performed as a reading,
rather than a memorized, blocked production.
This structure, nevertheless, involves the au-
dience. The clarity of the lines is emphasized
and the characterization is not lacking. The
play is the thing" and this production is filled
with humor and emotion. The reading is tak-
ing place Thursday and Friday night, Febru-
ary 8 and 9. at 8:15 in Shoolroy Theatre.
Admission is free, but tickets are required.
Tickets may be reserved from thebox office in
Freedlander Theatre.
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Amid Cheese Cake and
Sequins, the Band Plays On
Thirteenth Annual Winter
Gala Features The Gene
Krupa Big Band
SALLY THELEN
Yes, it's mat time of year again. Whether
you would prefer to think ofit as a fascist way
to dictate one Saturday night out ofaWooster
student's year or merely as a way to breathe
new fife into those prom dresses and ties
which really should have been put to death.
Winter Gala is back! This year The Gene
KrupaBigBaridfeaturmgJackPlattwilltryto
pry you away from that cheese cake and get
your feet moving on the dance floor.
With the exception of the rug-cutti-ng Stan
Kales (he couldn't be missed at the Oliforaia
Cajun Orchestra), there's probably no one on
the Wooster campus that can get up and dance
to the music of big band without looking tike
they are having serious intestinal problems. In
that light, the dance floor of the Lowry ball-roo- m
becomes a regular support group for the
clueless; call it a twelve-ste- p program for
those who don't know where to step With
such a network of equally helpless individu-
als, who can resist to try out their dancing
shoes? ., ; ;, '
.
-- : r '";
Gene Krupa began bis musical career in the
1920's playing in theChicago area. In 1934 be .
joined Benny Goodman, entertaining ecstatic
audiences coast to coast via a series ofbroad-
casts and recordings. In five years Krupa
gained tremendous popularity and became
one of the most imitated drummers of all
times. In 1938, Krupa formed his own band
which met with immediate success due to his
flashy showmanship and energetic personal-
ity.
Krupa toured worldwide with his big band,
quartet, and as a featured soloist. In 19S7,
Krupa was introduced to the six year old Jack
Piatt. Underthe tutelage ofKrupa,Piatt incor-
porated the Krupa style in his own music.
Never having lost his enthusiasm for the in-
vigorating sound, Piatt recently formed a new
sixteen piece band featuring the same Krupa
power punch technique.
The Thirteenth Annual Winter Gala on Sat-
urday, February 10, will begin at 9:00 pjn.
and continue until 2:00 ajn. in the Lowry
Center Ballroom. This event is sponsored by
SAB and the Dean of Students office. Even
though you are shaking yourhead now, trying
to figure out what exactly possessed you to
boy a dress with both sequins ami a hoop skirt
or maybe that tie that could moonlight as a
crossing guard, you know you can't resist to
put those duds on and take a picture to send
home to mom (in case she forgot there is
actually ahuman being underall that flannel).
, If it's not the photo opportunity, than the cake
will surely have you marching up the steps to
that magically transformed ballroom. You
might even find yourself on the dance floor
and you might even enjoy ft. And as you are
trying to make the big adjustment from jam-
ming alone in your room to two-steppi- ng it off
of your partner's feet, remember you are not
alone.
Trumpeter
Danny Barber
to Take the
Stage Tonight
NEWS SERVICES
Tumpeter Danny Barber will be the fea-
tured soloist at The College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble's concert tonight in McGaw Chapel.
Under the direction of Jeffrey Lindberg.
Wooster associate professor of music, the
ensemble will perform a variety ofjazz favor-
ites, including "Darn that Dream" by Jimmy
Van Heusen, "Scrapple form the Apple" by
Charlie Parker and "Mercy, Mercy, Mercy"
by Joseph Zawinul. ;a
A native of Clinton, Indiana, Barber has
played the trumpet since age 9. An early tutor
was father, cometist Andrew Barber. While in
the U.S. Army, he toured the country for three
years performing with the U.S. Army Studio
Band, a jazz ensemble formed from members
of the United States Army Field Band.
Following the service. Barber went on the
road with Tommy Dorsey Band, which was
under the direction of Murray McCeaceran
and Buddy Morrow. Barber then played with
Maynard Ferguson's band.
A versatile player. Barber has performed
with artists who span the musical spectrum
from jazz to pop to country and western to
rock, including Frank S inatra, Henry Mancini,
please see BARBER.page 14
Soul with Bluesman "Wolfman" Belfour
Performance followed by discussion with blues scholar David Evans
AARON RUPERT
I mustsay that my roommate and I will both
be thrilled when Delta bluesman Robert
"Wolfman Belfour and blues scholar David
Evans come to speak on campus, Monday,
February 12, at 730 pjn. in GaultRecital hall.
I will be happy because of the music and
lecture that will occur. My roommate will be
happy because he will not have to listen to me
play my blues tapes. My roommate, let's call
him "Bob for this article, has been quoted as
saying, "I don't hate the blues, it just doesn't
make me very happy."
According to ProfessorofMusic,Josephine
Wright, the program will feature a set from
Belfour, followed by Evans discussion of the
set and a conversation between the two.
"Wolfman will do a set playing his own style
of country blues," said Evans,
"in addition, he and I will have a dialogue
about the musk." Afterwards, students will
be able to meet Belfour and Evans in a recep-
tion in Scheide.
Belfour has just returned from a European
tour. He acquired his nickname, "Wolfman",
because of the similarities in his voice and the
voice of the famous bluesartist Howlin' Wolf.
Belfour's style called Delta Blues is, as I
understand it, very soulful and of the variety
that my roommate abhors. When I was tisten- -
dP'"MMiM'::::: K Salta?
David Evans and Robert "Wolfman" Belfour
ing to Robert Johnson once, and informed
"Bob" that it is rumored that Johnson sold his
soul to the devil to play tike he did, "Bob"
replied, "he got jipped."
If you don't know what the Delta style is,
Evans is here to explain it to you. Evans has
done years of field research in the country
blues tradition, as well as broadcasting blues
in Memphis, and recording for various labels.
NEWSSERVICES
including High Water Records of the Univer-- ,
sity of Memphis.
"Evans is a nationally known blues scholar,"
said Wright, " and we are very fortunate to
have him here." Evans has written many books,
and unfortunately not many of them are in our
library. According to Evans, "any library worth
please see BLUES, page 14
Parje 14" The Wooster Voice Arts Entertainment
Acclaimed Soprano And WoosterAlum, ErieMillsy to
be Featured with the Wooster
JENNIFER FERGUSON
The Wooster Symphony Orches-
tra will present its February concert
this Sunday, February 11, and will
feature the vocal talent of Wooster
ahim and world renown soprano Erie
Mills.
The conceit, entitled "Wooster-Pas- t,
Present, and Future,' is con-
ducted by Jeffrey Lindberg. It will
feature the premiere ofa new work,
"A Quiet Musicke". composed by
Wooster music professor Jack
Gallagher. Gallagher, a member of
the Wooster faculty since 1977. will
be the guest conductor Cor the per-
formance of his piece. He has had
several ofbis compositions released
on compact disc by some of the
world's leading musical groups. The
- wind ensemble version of his piece
The Persistence of Memory" was
selected for performance at the na-
tional conference of the Society of
Composers, Inc. at the University of
Iowa this past April.
The highlight of the night will be
the return ofErie Mills, class of 75.
to the College of Wooster campus.
She is an inienuirionally renown
soprano who has performed in lead-
ing roles with many of the world's
major opera companies. Mills will
perform Gliere's "Concerto for Col-orat- nra
Soprano and Orchestra."
Mill's performance in Wooster is a
part ofa schedule that includes per-forman-ces
with the Cleveland Op-
era, the Dallas Opera, and
Milwaukee's Florentine Opera. She
BLUES
continued from page 13
their salt has a book by Evans, but
by browsing our own catalogue, we
seem to be just making it. While I
don't know Evans middle name, I
assume Big road blues : tradition
andereatiinryinthefbltblues.'wiacb
is under "Evans, David" in good
'ote Andrews, is a book by our vis-
iting scholar, while Seismic refrac-
tion studies in the San Juan Basin,
mortkwestNcw Mexico microform,
also by "Evans, David" in the com-
puter, is most likely not
H seems that Wright believes there
will be a big turnout for this event.
Tve had people as far as Chicago,"
said Wright. She also stated that
Wooster stndeus aren't the only
ones who win be at the lecture.
"There are a lot ofcloset blues people
m Wooster." said Wright when de-
scribing what kind of turnout she
expects. HopefuDy.Icao drag"Bob",
and perhaps Evans will do a better job
in exposing someone to the blues.
The event is being sponsored by
the Wooster Department of Music,
the Black Studies Program, and the
Cultural Events committee.
compiled with the help of News
Services
isa frequent perfbrmer at the world's
leading opera festivals, has per-
formed with orchestras throughout
the world, has recorded for several
labels, and has appeared on national
telecasts.
The winners of the symphony's
concerto competition will also per-
form. They are sophomore Gretchen
Ffcwelling of Ottumwa, Iowa who
plans to major in French horn per-
formance;junior Zachary Lyman of
Woodstock, Connecticut who is a
trumpet performance major; and
first-ye- ar Nathan Hunter of
Centerburg. Ohio who intends to
major in piano performance.
Flewelhng will perform four move-
ments from Hovhaness' "Artik Con-
certo for Horn and String Orches-
tra." Lyman will perform the first
forTrumpet and Strings." and
Hunter will perform the first move-
ment of Brahms "2nd Piano Con-
certo in B-Ff-eu, OpJQ."
The concert begins at 8: 15 pjn. in
McGaw Chapel. The event is spon-
sored by Wooster! Julia Sbooboy
Halloran Fund. General admission
to the concert is $6, with all Wooster
students admitted free. Tickets are
available at theLowry Student Cen-
ter formation Desk and also at the
door theevening ofthe performance.
For more information about the con-
cert, telephone the Wooster Sym-pho- ny
Orchestra at (216) 263-204- 7.
compiled with the help of News
Services
Bed ofRoses
Cotton Candyfor
the Big Screen
FILM REVIEW- -
CAROLYN WISE
If you cannot resist the urge to
take in a sappy flick for Valentine's
Day then I would recommend Bed
ofRoses to you. However, I would
encourage you to resist the urge.
Only the rinematographers and edi-
tors can be credited with saving this
sloppy, sugary story line developed
by writer-direct- or Michael
Goldenberg's screenplay. If a trite,
syrupy and often predictable movie
is what you want then this is the
perfect movie for you.
Quite truthfully. I enjoyed the
movie despite its cheesy premise,
but I entered into the situation as-
suming that it would be a piece of
fluff. I was in the mood to see a fairy
tale-li-ke flick. If you want a movie
with depth and honesty, or intensely
thought-provoki- ng dialogue, this
feature will have you racing up the
aisles to the exit signs.
Christian Slater plays the beauti
Symphony Orchestra
5
v - ?fh
'v&9r
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Wooster sins, internationally acclaimed: Erie Mias, to perfornt
with tht Wooster Symphony Orchestra on Sunday " -
Just to be Taken Lightly
ful and artistic florist Lewis. Lisa
(Mary Stuart Masterson) is a bright
and talented investment banker,
whose career is the number one pri-
ority in her life. Late on night, Lewis
witnesses Lisa standing near her
apartment window sobbing. The next
day he anonymously sends her flow-
ers.
Lisa spends the day with Lewis
while trying to discover who had
sent bier the flowers. During this
time she sees many of the wonderful
characteristics that he possesses.
Eventually, Lewis confides in her
that he was the one who sent the
bouquet to her and why-- because
she was sad and her light was on
(plus, he thinks she's pretty cute).
Lisa is then scared by his wanting to
date her. Lrwis, not giving up, sends
Lisa roses all day long until she is
running out of room to put them in
her apartment She goes to his shop
to have him stop, thinking that the
new world that he has introduced
her to win collapse, just as every-
thing else in her life has in the past.
Here, Lewis tellsLisa about his wife
and baby who died in childbirth, and
she decides to grve the guy a chance.
Lisa thinks that Lewis, his actions,
and their relationship is perfect, but
she is afraid that something will
happen to destroy her happiness.
For this reason, she cannot be truly
honest with him, and we all know
that honesty is a major, key to any
"good"relariomhip.Asachild.Lisa
was adopted and endured a rough
childhood --with an alcoholic man
named Stanley. In her mind, any-
thing less than perfection just won't
do. since she has been hurt so deeply
inthepasL
The concept behind this movie is
by no means realistic; however, the
acting is fairly well done. The set-
tings far the varkxa scenes captured
by the cinematograpber are the best
aspect of the entire flick. At times
Goldenberg's attempt at romance
shines through, yet unfortunatery.at
other times a cool immaturity is all
that can be found. The purpose of
this movie (if you can say that k har
a purpose), is to observe that when
love comes knocking, we shouldn't
be afraid and whine about it, we
should simply open the door. The
character ofLisa displays that this is
often easier said than done, but by
theerid,GokJenberg shows that even
poor, little Lisa will be happier by
being honest and inviting the love
inside.
February.?, 1996
SAB
Friday, February 9
8.-0-0 PM -- Student Spotlight
Showcase at Mom's
Saturday, February It930 PM - Winter Gala in the
Lowry Ballroom
Snnday, February 11
7:30 PM -- UassKfilraUrn: "Gone
With The Wind' freeinMateer
Monday, Febrmary 12
&00 PM - Video: "Don Juan
DeMarco"only $.50 in the Un-
derground
Wednesday, February 14
8:00 PM-Vkie- o: "French Kiss"
free in the Underground
Barber
continued from page 13
Tony Bennett, Asm Margeret, Ray
Charles. Dizzy Gillespie. Nancy
Wilson, Kenny Rogers, Styx and
many others.' In addition, he has
performed and orrecorded with the
StLouis Symphony, the Utah Sym-pho- ny
Orchestra, the Chicago Sym-
phony, the Grant Park Orchestra,
the Midwest: Pops and the Brass
Band of Battle Creek.
.
Barber al sec plays for radio and
television conuncrcials and has been
a member of --the orchestra for sev-
eral Broadwayshows, mcludingVj
Miserable and Phantom ofthe Op-
era. An active music- - clinician for
SfVw CVwppayy- - a T"fi"qfacM"rT of
mjffti instruments? he gives "Mwy
classes and concerts at colleges and
universities around the country.
Barber's appearance at Wooster
is sponsored by the Sebnar Com-
pany and the College's Special
Events Committee.
The concert begins at 8:15 pjn.
McGaw Chapel is located on the
north side of IJniversity St.just west
ofthe intersection with College Ave.
Tickets are S3 for adults and $2 for
students. Tickets may be purchased
at Maurer's Pharmacy and Retzler's
Hardware in Wooster; at the Lowry
Student Information Desk, between
8 ajn. and 5 pjn Monday through
Friday; or at the door before the
performance. Maurer's is located at
1827 Cleveland Ave. Retzler's is
located at 132 N. Walnut St. Lowry
is located on Beall Ave. north of
University St.
Com-Pat-ibl- es
owcrs & Gifts
149 N. Grant St
Wooster
C216264-863- 4
(800726-865- 4
Your all-occas- ion florist
10 student discount on rcgubu
priced items picked up or delivered
in Wooster.
We wire flowers all overthework!
All major credit cards grcepted.
February
.IW
Swimming
- continued front page 16
Highlights for fee Ijrfy Scots were
Steptanie MacMi2aos 99 first place
finish in the200backstroke (2:1232);
Peggy Teale's 96 win in the 100
freestyle (57j02); Came SergPi 97
first pbee finish in the 200 banerfly
(2:16.71); Heather Gteaaoo'swin
in the SO freestyle (26J0); Heather
VanAknen's 99 victory in the 200
individual medley (226.62); Liz
Helstein's 96 double wins in one-met- er
diving (2350 pts.) and three-nieierdivmg(24635pts.Xand- Debbfe
King's 96andSergi's one-tw-o finish
in the 200 freestyle with times of
2.-03.- 09 and Z-04-32 respectively. In
addition, the 400 medley relay team
consisting ofTeale, HVen Hunter '99.
King, and MacMfflan look first place
(4:14.52), and the 400 freestyle relay
team of Mary Beth Cheversia 99,
Jemy Dield 99. Oeason. and Teale
also took first place (331.14).
Strong performances for the Scots
included Dan Parker "98 taking first
in the 1000 freestyle (Ifo29j00);
AridiewWunderley 97 placing first
in the 50 freestyle (22.79); Derek
Longbrake96 winningbomthe200
inclividaalrnedley (21830 and the
200 bunerfly (2.-07.72-). while Rob
Harrington '99 took second
(23947) in the 200 butterfly; and
Ben Chakx 98 taking the top posi-
tion in the 100 freestyle (49.29),
win Wunderiey a second (5032X
Also the freestyle crew ofKris Marr
97.Parker. ChaV. and Woadcriey
was victorious in the 400 freestyle
relay (321.66).
"John Carroll is one of the best
teams in the OAC Ohio Athletic
Conference, commented Beckett
--Compared to the NCACtheOAC
is just not as talented."
The Scots and Lady Scots are
now offuntil February 14-1- 7, when
they travel to Oberlin for the North
Coast Athletic Conference Cham-
pionship Meet.
CnSSS KSSSt rCSSM RSSSk
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take a mean STUDENT travel
Bishops !t OufWooster defeats Oberlin, loses ierOhio
"LUSBZANNONI :y -- -
The Scots have possessed the
Bishops ofOhioWesleyan for quite
awhile entering Wednesday night's
gamehavingwon the past nine meet-
ings of the two teams. ' - But, Ohio
Wesleyan finallyridded themselves
of that demon when the defeated the
visiting Scots 73-6- 1. This losscame
on the heels of a close win by the
Scots over Oberlin last Friday.
- On Friday the Scots traveled to
Oberlin to take on a team which had
yet to win an NCAC game. The
Scots came out firing and quickly
built an 8 point lead after seven
minutes and a 14 pointlead by half-tim-e
(37-23- ). The Scots dominated
the whole game, but the Yeomen
made a run at the end of the game
cutting Wooster's lead from 11
points to 3. However the run was
not enough as OberHn fell to the
Scots 65-6- 2. 7t was never in jeop-anr- y.
They did cut it down at the-eotfLb- ut
we pretty much led the
whole game, commented Coach
Steve Moore. 'c.-v-..--- ; '. .
" On Wednesday, die Scots faced :
the Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan but
ThislrVeek's
men's basketball 05, NCAC
9--4) W V '
Wooster 65, Oberlin 62
Ohio Wesleyan 73. Wooster 61
women's basketball (10-1- 1.
NCAC: 7-- 6)
Wooster 94, Oberlin
Ohio Wesleyan 68, Wooster 59
women's swimming anddiving
(8--0)
Wooster 139, John Carroll 95
men's swimming and diving (6--2)
Wooster 129. John Carroll 113
indoor track
Competed in Oberlin Meet
men's volleyball
Competed in Kent State Tourna-
ment
ice hockey (3--1)
Wooster 8, Ohio Wesleyan 5
compiled by VOICE STAFF .
coupon
historic OxrfioUl0use'Btd& 'Breakfast
1473 'Bv&Avc - 'HbasUr, C&L 44691
(Zl)23-S30- 0
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
Fbr PARENTS of COW students
H&00 A Night, mdudes BreakfastAadTax.
"Coup good Nor. 1995 Thru Match 3L 1996
TisWooster Voice Sports
J
. this time the Scots were not the team
with the fast start. The Bishops, led
by J. R. Schumate (32 points on
50 shooting including 5-- 9 from 3
point range), came out shooting hit-
ting their first five shots in a row.
The Scots never got on trackas Ohio
Wesleyan built an eleven point lead
by half-tim-e. 37-2-6. Moore added,
"A good start for them gave them a
lot of confidence and let them be-
lieve that they could beat us. What
we have to do to combat that is to
make sure mat we're ready to go
right from the beginning, have great
concentration, and not letteams get
some easy baskets earlyxm."
The Soots made a main the sec-
ond half cutting the. lead to five
points. However, another run by
Ohio Wesleyan and several clutch
free-thro- ws down the stretch sealed
the win for the Bishops 73-6- 1.
Moore explained the toss ''The big-
gest factor was Ohio --Wesleyan
played a tremendous garner They
shot the ban really, wett. J. R.
Shumate, the leadiii; scorer in the
league, made some' great shots with
good defense on tint But, I still
believe Oat we
.
should, have been
gmen's
Team Shows
Tournament
SARAH ROBERTSON
The men's dob volleyball team
traveled to Kent this past Sunday in
search of their First win of the se-
mester. Facing the challenge ofsome
of the best local teams in the U.S.A.
Volleyball Association, the men
found themselves put to the test
Their record from the weekend in
no wayreflected the heart and talent
the Scots showed for the majority of
the tournament The men were placed
in the toughest of three pools winning
only one game out ofsix. But the day
was encouraging and the Scots had
several moments ofglory.
Being one of the youngest teams
in the fourteen team tournament, the
Scots' inexperience showed as they
worked to play as a strong team
amidst the most adverse of condi-
tions. As the day progressed, how-
ever, the level of comfort and trust
necessary for successful volleyball
grew and the Scots became a force
to reckon with. In the first match
against the host. Kent State, the men
met a formidable foe at the net with
nearly afl ofthe opposing team mem-
bers standing over six feet Kent's
height proved too much for the
Scots' offense and even their solid
defensive performance was not
enough. The match was enough to
wake the Sects up though, and their
pride came through in the nextmatch
when they faced Team Nike." The
Scots
Wesleyan
able to overcome that performance
by Ohio Wesleyan.'
The Wooster loss and
Wittenberg's win over Earlham on
Wednesday allowed Wittenberg to
claim theNCACregular season title.
The Scots are now tied with Case
Western Reserve for second place
in the league with the two teams
facing each other tomorrow. Moore
stated, I think the team was very
disappointed with the loss to Ohio
Wesleyan, but we are ready to
bounce back to finish the season
strong. We have a very difficult
assignment going up to Case West-e- m
on Saturday. They have been
- playing very welL The players know
that it is going to be a real big chal-
lenge and I think that they're ready
to respond.'
The Scots' shooting has suffered
over the past few games, but Moore
responded to this fact by saying, "I
really believe our players are going
to shoot well down the stretch of the
season. 1 have confidence in them."
After tomorrow's game against
Case, the Scots will face Kenyon
and Denison at home next Wednes-
day and Saturday.
Volleyball
Promise at
fust game fell to the Nike experi-
encebut gutsbrought the Scott back
in the second as they went on a
seven point tear to swoosh past their
opponent Strong defense by Mike
Sestili. pinpoint passing by Dave
Bryant, and the relentless offense of
Jeff Nimeh and Travis Nieman
helped the Scots capitalize on the
consistent serving of Bobby
Forbes.
The Scots came out fighting in
what was to be their last match of
the day as they faced the best team
in the pool. Pittsburgh Volleyball
Connections. Taking control of
the game from the first serve, smart
net play by Bill Dewar and Nimeh
put the men in a comfortable lead.
But again the height differential
was too great, and P.V.C. was able
to control the tempo of the game.
One Scot would be heard saying
"We're playing the grown-ups- ." To
the extent that the Scots are led by
one senior, Matt May, and no jun-
iors, he may be right But the tour-
nament showed the Scots what they
were capable of when push came to
shove. And when they face their first
conference rivals here, in the PEC
February eighteenth, their growing
experience will definitely come in to
play. First years Sam Tarn. Nick
Lacy, and Danny Jones, along with
the other four first year players, may
just help the Scots regain the confer-
ence title.
Ice
Hockey in
DAVE CARRIG
The ice hockey team started the
second semester off on the right
foot, skate rather, with an 8--5 vic-
tory over Ohio Wesleyan last Satur-'da- y
night in Columbus.
To begin, the team has faced the
loss of players as two did not return
to school and two others have previ-
ous commitments. As a result of
these losses, the ice hockey team
took 6 players (one full line) down
to Columbus. Much of the game
was played on an even note, consid-
ering Ohio Wesleyan had four sub-
stitutes and was clearly the better
team.
Brendan Gallager '99 started the
scoring for Wooster early in the first
period. Yet another unfortunate
event occurred in that opening pe-
riod when Josh Stubbins 99 had to
leave the game due to a recurring
knee injury. From that point on,
both teams skated four on four. Both
teams took turns at holding the lead
nntfl me score was deadlocked at 5--5
in the third period. At that point,
the Sects turned up the play to get
me win. Oallager chipped in au
goals and Todd Seney '99 netted the
other two.
- This was also the first game for
new netminder Locien Holmes 99.
But not to worry for Lucien as he
had the capable defense of Dave
Carrig '97 and BookChrobak '99 in
from of him.
The team will be back in action on
February 16th as they face Case
Western. Then they will return to
Columbus on February 2ith to face
Wittenberg. Other games for Feb-
ruary are still being planned.
On a final note, the dedication
and effort of the players should be
recognized. In such a physically
demanding sport as hockey it is es-
sential to have substitutes and more
than one line of players. The lone
Wooster line kept pace in a game
which consisted of three 15-min- ute
- What does that mean? They
--ally no breaks and played
last tick of the ckrk.
"GRADUATE WITH
EXPERIENCE"
Internships Available
Mary Laver, faculty member
of The Philadelphia Center,
since 1988, will be on campus to
recruit students for the Fall In-
ternship Program on Wednes-
day, February 14, in Lowry
Center, 11:00 - 3:00p.m. Con-
tact Charlotte Wahl Ext 2463
for more information.
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Records Fall, Lady Scots Prepare for Stretch Run
Scots have Yeowomen for recordfeast, stumble against Wesleyan
J KMFS KOLLER
'
. is was a historic week for ihe
LjO v Scot basketball team both at a
jjain and a personal level. Against
(. brrtin the team scoring record for
3 ifame fell as well as the record for
a jomc The 94-3-5 thrashing of the
Ynomeo was also historic for sev-
eral players and head coach
Roxeanne Allen. Five players set
season orcareer highs as Coach ADen
collected her 100th career victory.
Wooster had already zapped the
Yeowomen 77-4-0 on the road, so it
would have been understandable if
the Scots had overlooked them.
However, the game was never in
doubt as only Tensile Turner 99
played over twenty minutes. The
first half was a shooting display for
Wooster, as they connected on 20-3-6
field foals, including 7-- 13 from
the three-poi- nt line. The first half
proved to be a coming out for Angie
EUis 99, who buried all four of her
long range attempts. She set six
career records, as she had aa ka-preas-ive
stmt line for the game. In
Just nineteen minutes, EUis hit 4--7
snots (all three-pointer- s) for 13
points, while also contributing two
agists and two steals. Twelve play-
ers saw action, all of whom played
at least ten minutes. Once again
Katie Montague 99 and Suzy Sipes
96 shined. scoring 17 and fourteen
points, respectively.
The Scots set a new record for
points in the first half with 58. as
they led Oberiin by 44. A slower
tempo in the second half was the
only thing that kept the Scots under
100 points. With 56 shooting for
the game, the Yeowomen were
outmatched in their laid back 2--3
zone. Offensively they could not
dent the Scot bank armor, hitting
only 27 of their field goals for the
game.
Wednesday's game at Ohio
Wesleyan brought the Scots back
down to Earth. The shooting touch
which had come so naturally Five
days before, was not to be found.
Lorah Way '98 was the only starter
to connect on 50 of her shots.
Way just bit that, as she went 4-- 8
from the field for a season high 14
points, just three below her career
high. Sue Roberts '99 hit 4--6 from
long range, as she also hit for 14
points. Ohio Wesleyan's smother-
ing defense created havoc for Sipes,
men's basketball
tomorrow - Case Reserve (A)
7:30pm -
Feb. 14 - Keayon (H 7:30 pm
as she shot a miserable 3-- 11 from
the field. The first ten minutes ofthe
game were even with twelve lead
changes and one be. But OW went
on a 16-- 2 run to take a 32-2- 5 half-tim- e
lead. Montague had a terrific
half as OW concentrated on Sipes,
hitting 5-- 10 shots for ten points.
Rebounding killed the Ladies on the
boards 24-1- 3.
OW came out on fire in the sec-
ond half, scoring on their first four
possessions en route to a sixteen
yH 4mS ut
Liz Findley 99 and Jaa Thompson
Friday's game against Oberlia
The
women's basketball
tomorrow - Case Reserve (H) 2
pm
Feb. 14 . Keayon (A) 7:30 pm
point lead. However, Wooster was
not to go down without a fight. After
getting the lead to eleven, the Scots
wen t on a 1 3 -- 2 run to tie the score at
51 apiece with 6:38 left. That was as
close as they would get as OW re-
fused to surrender the lead.
Wesleyan hit 8-- 9 free-thro- ws down
the stretch, building the lead to 68-5-9
by the end of the game.
Despite being swept by Wesleyan
during the season, they may get an-
other opportunity in the upcoming
photo by ERIC BAXXEN
9 fight for a loose ball hi
upcoming week in Sports:
men's swimming and diving
Feb. 14-1- 7 - NCAC
NCAC Tournament, February 20--4.
Coach Allen sees a couple of
things the Ladies must do to com-
pete there. The most we need to
be," stated Allen, "is more consis-
tentdefensively. We've started scor-
ing fairly consistently." The de-
fense has been good for most of the
game, but timely defense has been a
weakness. "We've had defense
that's been aggressive and been good
for say. 28 or 25 seconds of the 30
second shot dock and then given up
an easy basket.' With the improved
offense, ADen believes that the more
opportunities that the defensebrings
them, the more they will score. The
pressure is just beginning as the
tournament looms. Allen believes,
the team cannot afford to lighten up
the last week of the season. "Every
game is significant We can't even
relax and look forward to the tour-namenc-If- the
games fall the Scots
way, they could be boating a first
round tournament game on Febru-
ary 20. This week features the con-
clusion of the regular season wim a
big conference game. Saturday is
the last regular season home game
with Case Reserve visiting: up-o- ff
is at 2.-0-0.
Stats courtesy Newsservices
Women's Indoor Track
Team Wins Meet
Men's team captures afewfirsts.
J. L. MORRISON
Last Friday, , the men's and
women's indoor track teams com-
peted at Oterlin. The women's team
made an excellent showing by win-
ning the meet with 58 points. John
CarroU and Ohio Wesleyan tied for
a close second with 53 points each.
Baldwin Wallace (22) and Oberiin
(21) were also at the meet
Coach Dennis Rice was very
pleased with the women's perfor-
mance and was happy in their defeat
over rival Ohio Wesleyan.
First place finishes were made by
junior Michelle Poole in the 1500
meter run (5.-00.0-8) and by fresh-
man Nicole James in the 300 meter
run (44.09).
Two Lady Scot relay teams also
finished first. The 4 x 200 meter
women's swimming and diving
Feb, 14-1- 7 NCAC
Lady Scots Swim
to Undefeated
DualMeet
Season; Both
Teams Looking
Ahead to NCAC
Championships
CINDY JARVIS
The women's swim team wrapped
up a perfect dual meet season with a
win over John Carroll last Saturday
afternoon. The Lady Scots ended
their season with an 8--0 record, while
the Scots finished 6--2. Both teams
defeated the Blue Streaks, the
women by a score of 139-9- 3. the
men 129-11-3.
It has been five years since the
Lady Scots have gone undefeated in
a dual meet season, while the Scots
did equally weU, posting their best
record in six years.
"Our dual meetrecords areasmaQ
accomplishment for us," said head
coach Keith Beckett. "The coach-
ing staff is more concerned with
how weU paform at the NCACand
NCAA meets." .
SWIMMING, page IS
relay earned a first place by running
a 1:54.27. The distance medley
relay of Poole, EUen Freeman '97.
Beth Shell 98. and Alyssa Morse
97 finished in 13:33.95, almost a
minute ahead of the competition.
Second-plac-e performances were
turned in by Summer Koladin 97 in
the triple jump and long jump.
DeidtraReid 99 in the shot put. and
Melissa Eging 98 in the 55 m dash.
For the men, freshman Brenden
McCabe made a thrilling come-from-behi- nd
victory in the 800meter
run with a time of 2:07.44. Also
finishing with a first-pla-ce perfor-
mance was Willie Drexler 97. He
ran the 3000 meter run in 9:17.0
Both the men's and women's
teams look forward to competing at
Ohio Nothent tonight, with the
women looking for another victory.
indoor track ,
today-Ohi- o Northern (A)
